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Abstract

A theoretical framework is presented in which parameter estimation is used to tune odometric

parameters of Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV's). Because AGV's use odometric data, obtained

from drive- and steerencoders, to provide position estimates of the vehicle, accurate odometric pa

rameters are required to prevent positioning errors. An absolute reference system, consisting of grid

markers, provides position corrections for the vehicle, when a marker is detected by a measurement

system, mounted on the vehicle. By using the vehicle position estimates to estimate the detected

marker positions, they can be compared with their actual positions. The difference that is observed

is used in a Maximum Likelihood (ML) criterion to estimate the parameters, used in the odometric

calculations.

The properties of the ML estimator are discussed and the identifiability of parameters is related

to the amount of disturbance and the sensitivity of the measurements with respect to the parameters.

The identifiability is expressed in the form of the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM), the inverse of

which determines a lower bound for the covariance matrix of the parameter estimates.

The estimates are obtained by an iterative optimization method, that is applied to the ML

criterion. Experimental results are presented for a two wheel AGV, that was used as a test vehicle at

Frog Navigation Systems in Utrecht. For this test vehicle the angle offsets of the wheels are estimated

and the results show estimates that lie within the confidence region, defined by the FIM. Accurate

estimation of the wheel radii hasn't been possible, based on the experiments that were performed,

due to the parametrization that was chosen and the limited space available for the experiments.

In order to maximize the accuracy of parameter estimates the theory of optimal experiment de

sign is discussed. The D-optimality and A-optimality criteria are applied to the odometric calibration
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problem. A simulation model of the test vehicle has been implemented to determine the obtainable

estimation accuracy of several experiments. Simulation results show that with basic trajectories of

the vehicle, both wheel radii and angle offsets can be estimated with an acceptable accuracy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the fields of mobile robotics and Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV), accurate position

estimation is a very important issue. Ba..<;ically, there are two different approaches, usually applied

together. Odometry is the most commonly used technique to provide relative information about the

position of the vehicle. The path, travelled by the vehicle, is calculated by integrating indications

from linear and angular velocities, coming from sensors, connected to the wheels of the vehicle.

These calculations involve simple equations that can be carried out in real-time, based on data from

relatively inexpensive encoders. Unfortunately, limited encoder resolution and odometric calibration

errors in parameters such as angle offsets, wheel diameters and wheelbase, cause an accumulation

of estimation errors. In addition to these systematic errors, unpredictable features in the operation

environment, such as irregularities of the floor (e.g. bumps, cracks, debris) and wheel-slippage form

a source of non-systematic errors, for which it is impossible to predict an upper bound. Therefore

a second estimation technique is used for positioning, based on absolute position data, to provide

corrections for odometry errors. An external grid, consisting of active or passive landmarks, is used

in combination with an appropriate grid sensor. The density of the landmarks in the operation

environment determines the frequency of position updates. Since the installation of such an external

reference system can be quite costly and the accuracy of position estimates may have to meet high

standards even between absolute position updates, accurate odometric calibration is required to

reduce the built-up of estimation error between such updates.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Outline

A general approach to the calibration problem is presented in chapter 2. The control proces of

the AGV's is analyzed to get an understanding of the manifestation of calibration errors. By regarding

odometric calibration as a parameter estimation problem, two different approaches are considered.

The first requires a model of the vehicle dynamics to estimate its sensor outputs and compare

those with the experimental values. The second approach uses the forced dynamics formulation of

odometry, Le. the encoder data is used to determine the inputs of the system, the linear and angular

velocity. This second approach will be chosen to be favorable over the first and will be discussed in

more detail in chapter 4

Both approaches, discussed in chapter 2, imply some form of parameter estimation. In chap

ter 3 the basic theory of parameter estimation is discussed. The focus will be on the Maximum

Likelihood (ML) estimator, since this is a very commonly used estimator with some useful proper

ties. Additionally the topic of parameter observability is discussed and its relation to the obtainable

accuracy of the estimator.

Chapter 4 deals with the application of parameter estimation theory to the odometry calibration

problem. The second approach, which is introduced in chapter 2, will be developed in more detail.

A disturbance analysis is discussed for the odometry calibration problem and incorporated into the

parameter estimation theory.

The theoretical approach for parameter estimation, presented in the first chapters of this the

sis, has been implemented for application on a two wheel test AGV. Chapter 5 touches upon the

implementation of several software modules for parameter estimation. Their basic functionality is

discussed and experimental results are presented.

The topic of parameter observability (and related to that the accuracy of the estimator) implies

an optimization problem because it would be desirable to obtain parameter estimates, that are as

accurate as possible. This means that experimental conditions have to be created such that this goal

can be accomplished. Chapter 6 deals with this issue and introduces several criteria according to

which an experiment can be optimal for parameter estimation. Two of these criteria are applied to

the odometry calibration problem.

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The implementation of a simulation model is discussed in chapter 7. This model can be used to

determine the parameter observability of an experiment and the accuracy of the estimator, without

performing the actual experiment. Several simulation results are presented.

In chapter 8 the conclusions from this thesis are presented and some suggestions will be made,

regarding future work on this topic.
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Chapter 2

General overview

An insufficiently calibrated vehicle can cause large geometric path tracking errors in automatic

control. To solve this problem, first an analysis is required of the control process of the vehicle. In

this chapter a brief overview of the relevant AGV technology is discussed, followed by a presentation

of a general approach to solve the calibration problem.

2.1 FROG navigation

It's important to have an understanding of how errors in odometry parameters, manifest them

selves in the operation of AGV's. This section presents an overview of the control process to obtain

an insight on this problem. Figure 2.1 shows a general block diagram of the FROG application.

A vehicle has to be guided automatically to a specific destination. This destination, together with

the vehicles initial position and a map of the environment, is used by a route planner to calculate

the route that needs to be driven. This route is passed on to the navigation- or position controller,

which calculates velocity setpoints, based on the route and the current position estimate. These

setpoints are compared with velocity estimates by the velocity controller, and translated by a control

law into drive and steering setpoints. The position is obtained in two ways. The first method is

deadreckoning, which is based on odometric data (aDO). This entails estimating the position and

orientation using the last known position and the path travelled since then. This path is calculated

4



CHAPTER 2. GENERALOVERVmW

Initial position

Figure 2.1: Blockdiagram of FROG navigation system

with the outputs of drive- and steerencoders. Additionally, gyroscopes may be used to increase the

accuracy of the orientation estimate. Unfortunately this method only provides relative information

on the position and orientation. Therefore uncertainties in parameter values, regarding wheel- and

steergeometry, cause cumulative errors in calculation of the position estimate and can make it inac

curate. By using an external reference (MMS), the absolute position of the vehicle can be obtained

and used to compensate for the inaccuracies of the odometric method. This second method uses an

external grid in combination with grid sensors on the vehicle. The grid consists of reference markers,

such as magnets, transponders, visual patterns, lasertags or gps satellites. These markers can either

form a regular pattern to create the grid, be stored as a set in a database in the vehicle or contain

their own absolute location data (satellites,transponders). The detection of a marker by the grid

sensor provides the controller of the vehicle with the position of the vehicle. It is obvious that the

intervals, in which detection of reference markers occurs, depend on the velocity of the vehicle and

the distance between the markers. In practice this means that a correction for the position estimate

by the grid sensors occurs less frequent than an estimate update by deadreckoning. From here on

it is assumed that the external reference system is defined by a grid of magnets and a magnetic

measurement system (MMS).

To see how odometric calibration errors act on the control process, it is useful to view calibration

errors as a perturbation on a nominal vector of parameters. Let calibration errors be characterized

5



CHAPTER 2. GENERAL OVERVIEW

by a perturbation vector ~i on a vector of vehicle parameters with nominal value i o' The true

parameter can then be defined as

(2.1)

The inputs of the vehicle controller are velocity setpoints. The way these quantities are translated

into control signals depends on the configuration of the vehicle. (Vehicle geometry, number of wheels,

wheel geometry, steering mode and mass distribution are examples of factors that characterize a ve

hicles configuration and behavior.) In other words, the control law of the vehicle controller uses the

nominal value i o of the parameter vector to calculate the actuator signals, since the true parameter

vector is not known. Naturally the vehicle dynamics depend on the true parameter vector f. The

velocity observer, that estimates the velocity based on odometric data also uses the nominal parame

ter vector i o' which yields incorrect velocity estimates and consequently incorrect position estimates.

Therefore the position controller will also generate incorrect setpoints, except when a position update

occurs from the absolute reference markers. But as was explained earlier, these updates don't occur

as frequently as position estimates.

2.2 Problem approach

In the previous section calibration errors were defined as a perturbation ~i on a nominal vector

i o' This means that the calibration problem can be approached as an estimation problem, in which

the true value of the parameter e has to be estimated. Parameter estimation is generally based

on experimental data, collected from the system. This can be compared to data, obtained through

simulation of a model of the system. The model choice is an important issue in this matter and based

on figure 2.1, two approaches are proposed. A common scheme for parameter estimation is shown in

figure 2.2. The difference e(k,i), between the system output z(k) and model output h(k,i) is used

in a criterion j(i), which is to be optimized to obtain the parameter estimate {. The final estimate

{ is the parameter vector that is optimal in the sense of the criterion. The estimation procedure can

be done on-line and off-line. In on-line estimation, processing of the data is done successively while

off-line estimation processes the collected data in one batch. To apply such an estimation scheme

in the AGV control architecture it will be sufficient to look at the velocity layer, indicated by the

6



CHAPTER 2. GENERALOVER~EW

j(~)
Evaluate criterion Optimization

Figure 2.2: Blockscheme of a general parameter estimation procedure

grey block in figure 2.1, thus discarding the position control. This is because the velocity setpoints,

calculated by the position controller, can also be given manually by driving the vehicle in manual

mode.

2.2.1 Approach I: Vehicle model

The first approach uses a model of the vehicle dynamics and its sensors, resulting in a feedback

system with the odometric data as output and the velocity setpoints as input. The absolute position

can be seen as a non-feedback output. By modelling the vehicle dynamics and comparing both

odometric and absolute outputs with experimental outputs, the estimation scheme of figure 2.3 is

obtained. Because the system has a feedback-loop for odometric data, with a velocity observer, that

Pl
+6e(k'~)

~L---.,I-__--.tl---;,;~::I h(k,~)

Figure 2.3: Blockscheme of approach I

Evaluate criterion

j(~)

Optintization

the model part of this figure lacks, small modelling errors, apart from the parameter vector, can

7



CHAPTER 2. GENERALOVERVillW

cause large errors in the system outputs. A model with a lower complexity would be less sensitive

for such modelling errors.

An important part of the estimation problem is the (non)-linearity of the process and its model.

Two types of non-linearity have to be considered. A model with input 1& and output 11(1&, Dis linear

with respect to its inputs (11) if

(2.2)

whereas a model is linear with respect to its parameters (LP) if

(2.3)

In estimation of { the LP property has the largest influence on the optimization problem. For

LP models usually explicit formulas are available to calculate the optimal ~ in the sense of the

criterion. For non-LP models on the other hand, iterative methods have to be used for optimization

of the criterion. Various optimization methods are available, but there are a number of issues to

be considered. The influence of the various parameters on the value of the criterion can differ by

several orders of magnitude, which makes the optimization problem ill-conditioned. Additionally the

influence of the initial estimate ~o has to be considered and, with reference to that, the local or global

character of the optimizer [2], [5], [13].

The optimal estimate ~ in the sense of the criterion j (~) still has an amount of uncertainty.

Therefore validation of the estimate is necessary, which can be done for example by using a data

set, other than the one used for estimation. Another option is to use asymptotic properties of

the estimator, to provide statistical properties of the estimate. This method uses the amount of

information, incorporated in the data-set, with regard to the parameters. More information in the

data, increases the identifiability of the parameters and decreases the uncertainty in their estimates.

This information is dependent a.o. on the input signals, used for the experiment in which the data

was collected, measurement times and the quality of the sensors. A drawback of this method is

its asymptotic nature. A small data-set with few samples can only provide an approximation of the

uncertainty in the parameters. On the other hand, a big advantage over validation with another data

set, is very low computation effort because most calculations are already performed by the estimator

[5]'[13]. Moreover, the dependency of the estimation uncertainty on the input signals makes it useful

8



CHAPTER 2. GENERAL OVERVIEW

to consider optimization of the input signals, leading to optimum experiment design in the sense

of estimation uncertainty, which is the topic of chapter 6. Figure 2.4 shows an extension on the

estimation scheme of figure 2.3 to provide optimization of the input signals of an experiment. The

Optimization Assert information t----------.J

Figure 2.4: Extended blockscheme of approach I

general procedure is as follows:

1. Take i o as initial estimate ~o for the parameter vector

2. Choose initial experiment inputs

3. Determine the potential amount of information for the experiment

4. Optimize the inputs of the experiment with regard to parameter uncertainty

5. Use the optimal experiment to estimate ~

This means that the estimation part of the procedure has to be done only once, after the optimal

experiment has been determined.

9



CHAPTER 2. GENERAL OVERVIEW

2.2.2 Approach II: Odometric model

The fact that the approach, discussed in the previous section, needs an accurate model of the

complex vehicle dynamics, makes it not well suited for parameter estimation. Parameter estimation

requires simple models to eliminate the possibility that the optimization criterium is determined by

structural modelling errors, which are more likely to occur when the complexity of a model increases.

An alternative is to use a model in which the odometric data is used as input and an estimate of the

position of a reference marker with respect to the world as an output. This estimate is dependent

on the value of the parameter vector ( The difference between the estimated position of the marker

and the actual position, can be used in a criterion for a parameter estimation procedure to estimate

the true parameter vector ~*. A general block diagram of this approach is shown in figure 2.5.

~
'

Estimator
'---- -----J

Figure 2.5: Blockscheme of approach II

The advantage of this method is that the model is far less complex, since it doesn't require the

modelling of the vehicle dynamics to perform the parameter estimation procedure. The problem of

structural model errors is not such a big issue with this approach. The odometric model consists of a

set of simple differential equations, solved by the velocity- and position observer. An estimate of the

detected marker positions is then obtained by a simple coordinate transform between two reference

frames.

Unfortunately experiment design, i.e. determining the best inputs for accurate estimation,

isn't possible this way, because the inputs for the actual experiment are the velocity and steering

setpoints, which have been eliminated from the model. This problem can be overcome by generating

odometric data through simulation with the assumption that the actual velocity and heading of the

10



CHAPTER 2. GENERAL OVERVIEW

vehicle are equal to the setpoints. Although this requires a model of the velocity layer as well, this

model will not be used for the estimation procedure but only for experiment design. Both aspects

will be discussed in more detail in chapters 4-7.

11



Chapter 3

Parameter estin1.ation

An important part in system identification is parameter estimation. Having knowledge about

the structural representation of the system to be identified, is useless if the values of its parameters

are unknown. Depending on the requirements and purposes of the model these parameters have to

be identified with an appropriate accuracy.

3.1 The estimation problem

A formal definition of the estimation problem is to find an accurate estimate t of parameter ~,

based on k observations Zk = {z(j) }J=l' The estimation error is defined as

(3.1)

where C is the true value of the parameter~. Generally estimation problems can be split up in two

categories. The first category comprises the non-random, or non-Bayesian parameters. These are

parameters for which a nominal value ~o is available, which is the case in the calibration problem.

The second category are the random, or Bayesian parameters. For parameters of this category

only a probability density function of the parameter is available [2]. Although there are numerous

12



CHAPTER 3. PARAMETER ESTIMATION

estimators available, each with their own (dis)advantages and applications, a very well known non

Bayesian estimation technique is the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator, which will be used here

because it has some attractive properties, which will be discussed in the next sections.

3.2 The Maximum Likelihood estimator

The Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator is a non-Bayesian technique, based on a likelihood

function

(3.2)

with P(Zkl 0 the conditional probability density function of the stochast Zk conditioned on the

parameter~. Usually a conditional probability density function is used in situations where the

condition is a known, fixed value. In the case of a ML estimator however, the condition is the

parameter to be estimated, which is free, and the stochast Zk is the set of observations, which

is fixed. The principle of the ML estimator is to maximize the probability that the given set of

observations occurs over all parameters ~

(3.3)

In theory this estimate can be calculated analytically by putting

(3.4)

if there is a unique global minimum, but in practice usually iterative methods have to be used such as

Newton-Raphson or Levenberg-Marquardt to perform a numeric calculation. When the observations

are independent (3.2) can be written as

13



CHAPTER 3. PARAMETER ESTIMATION

k

Ad~) = P(z(l), ... , z(k) I~) = II P(z(j) I~).
j=1

(3.5)

In most cases it isn't possible to measure the quantities directly, but an observer has to be used. In

that case the observation z(j) at instant j can be written as

z(j) = h(j,~) + w(j), (3.6)

with h(j,~) the modelled sensor output at instant j and measurement error w(j) '" N(O, (j2), i.e. the

measurement noise w(j) has a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance (j2. Then (3.5)

can be written as

(3.7)

with

Maximizing this likelihood function is usually done by minimizing the negative log-likelihood function

k

'\k(~) = L 2~2 [z(j) - h(j, ~)]2,
J=1

(3.8)

which is equivalent to the least squares estimator that minimizes the squared error between the

observation and the modelled output

tLS = argmin {I)z(j) - h(j'Of} .
( j=1

14
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CHAPTER 3. PARAMETER ESTIMATION

Note that this equivalence is only true for independent observations, a necessary condition for (3.5)

to hold [2]'[13].

3.3 Properties of Maximum Likelihood estimator

In order to interpret the results of an estimator correctly it is important to have some properties

of estimators, based on which the quality of the estimator can be judged. In this section some of

these properties will be explained and the behavior of the MLE with regard to these properties will

be stipulated.

3.3.1 Bias

Estimators produce an estimate of a parameter based on a set of measurement data Zk from

an experiment of k observations. This data-set is a stochastic quantity because of the measurement

noise on the sensor(s). Two experiments with the same number of observations and the exact same

observation times can return two different data-sets Z~ and Z~. Therefore the result of an estimation

procedure, based on an experiment of k observations, is also a stochastic quantity and the parameter

estimate ~ will have a probability density function Pk(~)' An example of such a distribution is shown

in figure 3.1. The goal in estimation is to obtain a parameter estimate ~ as close to the real value

e as possible, which makes the difference between these values a good measure to evaluate the

performance of the estimator. However, since ~ is a stochastic quantity, its expectation has to be

used for this measure. Bias is defined in terms of its stochastic properties and an estimator is said

to be unbiased if

E[~] -e =0,

15
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CHAPTER 3. PARAMETER ESTIMATION

Figure 3.1: Probability density function of the parameter estimate t

3.3.2 Variance and mean square error

Although it seems very promising that the average of the estimates is equal to the true value of

the parameter, (3.10) essentially means that the parameter estimates are equally distributed around

the true parameter value. It gives no information at all about the width of the distribution of the

estimates. As can be seen from figure 3.2 it is even possible to have an unbiased estimator with a

high probability to produce estimates very far from the true value while the chance of obtaining an

accurate estimate (i.e. close to the true value e) would be nearly zero. Another measure for the

accuracy of an estimator is the variance

(3.11)

which determines the width of the distribution of the estimates. Ninetyfive percent of the estimates

will be equal to E[tJ ± 2a~ for a normal distribution like the one shown in figure 3.1. But the

variance in itself is not a good measure to qualify the performance of an estimator either, because

a very accurate estimator with a narrow distribution, only means that the estimates will all be

very close to eachother but not necessarily close to the true value of the parameter. Obviously a
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CHAPTER 3. PARAMETER ESTIMATION

Figure 3.2: Probability density function of the parameter estimate €

combination of the amount of bias and the variance of an estimator is a very strong tool to judge its

performance and these two properties are used in the mean square error of an estimator

(3.12)

Combining equations (3.10) and (3.11) for example results in the variance for an unbiased estimator

being equal to the mean square error, since E[€J = ~*.

3.3.3 Size of the data-set

Figure 3.1 shows a probability density function of a parameter estimate for a given data-set of

k samples. By increasing the number of samples the influence of measurement errors on the ability to

estimate the parameter will become less important. This will decrease the width of the distribution

of parameter estimates and make the estimator more accurate. Generally the minimum variance

decreases with 11k. However if system identification requires estimation of more than one parameter

(which is usually the case), it will be proportional to dim(fJlk. This means that for a fixed size

17
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of the data-set the variance will increase linearly with the amount of parameters that need to be

estimated. Unfortunately a small number of parameters to identify a system usually leads to a larger

bias. However if the size of the data-set k is chosen sufficiently large, considering the complexity

of the model and the noise characteristics, the ML estimator will be unbiased and have a minimum

variance [2],[4].

3.4 Parameter observability

In the previous section, some properties were discussed to qualify an estimator. The variance,

which indicates the uncertainty of the estimate, is a good measure for parameter identifiability. A

large uncertainty in the estimate makes the parameter unobservable. This can be formally expressed

in terms of output distinguishability. Let

(3.13)

be the output at time t of a system, in terms of its initial state Xo, and input u(O,t). Then parameter

~ is identifiable at C if and only if

Y ala =/=- C: f(xo, U(O,t), t, a) =/=- f(xo, U(O,t), t, C) (3.14)

In other words a parameter is only identifiable at its true value if the system output for all other

parameter values is distinguishable from the true system output. This suggests that a measure for

parameter identifiability should include the sensitivity of the output with respect to its parameters, as

well as a characterization of measurement errors and disturbances. The Fisher Information represents

the amount of information with regard to a parameter ~ in a measurement data-set

(3.15)

and parameter identifiability is be defined in terms of Fisher Information by the invertibility of J.
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Zero information about a parameter will make 3 uninvertable and the parameter unidentifiable

based on the available data. A large amount of information about a parameter (realized by a

high sensitivity of the output with respect to the parameter and small disturbances on the output)

increases its identifiability, i.e. decreases the uncertainty in the estimate. This is expressed formally

by the Cramer-Rao theorem, which states that for unbiased estimators, the inverse of the Fisher

Information is a lower bound for the variance of the estimate. In general this variance satisfies

(3.16)

where ( is the expectation of the parameter estimate. For the unbiased estimator this expectation is

equal to C, as shown in 3.3.1, in which case the first term on the righthand side of (3.16) equals one

and the mean square estimation error is bounded by 3-1 [2],[41,[5].

3.5 Multi-dimensional parameter estimation

In sections 3.1 through 3.4 estimation of scalar parameters was discussed. For the calibration

of AGV's this will have to be extended to parameter vectors since there are a number of parameters

that will influence the behavior of a vehicle, as discussed in chapter 2. Let

(3.17)

be the estimation error of parameter vector ~ with

the p-dimensional parameter vector. The observed output of a vehicle will be defined as

f£(j) = !l(j,~) + 1Q(j),

19
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where

(3.20)

is the n-dimensional observation vector at instant j,

(3.21 )

the n-dimensional vector of the modelled output at instant j and

(3.22)

the vector of measurement errors at instant j. The likelihood equation of (3.5) in the vector case

can be written as

k

Ak(i) = P(~(l), ...,~(k)li) = II P(~(j)li),
j=l

(3.23)

again under the assumption that Wi(j) rv N(O, (fl) for i E [1, n]. For the probability density function

P(~(j)Ii) of the measurement vector we can write

(3.24)

with
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a 2
P12 a l a2 Plnalan1

P21 a 2a l a 2
P2n a 2a n

R= 2
(3.25)

Pnlanal Pn2 a n a 2 a 2
n

the covariance matrix of the measurement error vector w(j), where Pij = Pji is the cross-correlation

between sensor i and j. Substituting (3.24) into (3.23) yields

Ak(~) = ~ e-~ L;=1i£(j)-h:(j,iWW1[~(j)-hJj,i)1
- c

with

and the negative log-likelihood function

1 k

,\(~) = 2L[~(j) - !l(j, ~)JTR-1 [~(j) - !l(j, ~)J.
j=l

The Fisher Information for the multidimensional case is expressed as a matrix

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

which can be expressed in a more convenient form with some rearranging. The first gradient term

satisfies
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v,.\(i) ~ v, [~~[,,(j) - b,(i, ilfR-1 [,,(j) - !!(j, i)I]

k

= ~ LV'~ [[3:(j) - fl(j, S)]TR-1[3:(j) - fl(j, 5):IJ
j=1

k

= - L[V'~flT(j, S)]R- 1 [3:(j) - fl(j, 5)]
j=1

Analogue to this the second gradient term is the transpose

k

[V't\(~)]T = - L[3:(j) - fl(j, ~)]T[R-1]T[V'~ flT (j, ~)]T
j=1

By multiplying (3.29) and (3.30) the expectation over the cross terms

[3:(j) - fl(j, ~)I[3:(k) - fl(k, ~)],

(3.29)

(3.30)

will be equal to zero for j =I- k since it was assumed that Wi(j) rv N(O,al) for i E [l,n]. this only

leaves the terms where j = k. The expectation over this matrix yields the covariance matrix Rand

consequently (3.28) reduces to

k

J = L[V'~flT(j, ~)][R-1]T[V'~flT(j, ~)]I=~*
j=1

k

= L ST(j, ~)R-1S(j, ~)I~={*
j=1

(3.31 )

with S(j, ~) the sensitivity of the measurement vector Mj,~) with respect to the parameter vector ~
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and [R-1]T = R- 1 since R is symmetric.

8h l (j, ~)]
8f;p

8hn (j, f;)
8f;p

(3.32)

With the definition of the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) and its relation to the ML estima

tor, an important tool is available to judge the quality of the parameter estimates. Graphically the

inverse of the FIM indicates a p-dimensional confidence ellipsoid with p the number of parameters

that need to be estimated. The lengths of its axes are proportional to the eigenvalues of J- 1
. Figure

.12-:/

~/
€2

/r-~

;"

.1- 1
II ..

..
€I ~I

Figure 3.3: Confidence ellipsoid for a FIM in JR2x2

3.3 shows an example of a such an ellipsoid in two dimensions representing the Fisher Information

Matrix

(3.33)

with eigenvalues Amin and Amax [21, [5], [7].
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Chapter 4

Parameter estimation in odometric

calibration

In section 2.2.2 the general idea for identification, based on an odometric model, was shortly

introduced. In this chapter the theory of parameter estimation will be used to discuss this approach

in more detail.

4.1 Basic concept

Figure 2.5 explained the basic concept in a blockdiagram, which is repeated in figure 4.1

for convenience. First, the observer for the vehicle position will be considered. Figure 4.1 shows a

typical property of odometry. The vehicle position estimate is based on odometry and can be put in

a so called forced dynamics form. This means that the inputs of the system are determined by the

measurements, i.e. the measurements are a forcing function. Define a state vector .:£(t) and an input

vector .'!!:(t) such that

(4.1)
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~
€

Estimator
'------

Figure 4.1: Blockscheme of the odometry based estimation scheme

represents the position and orientation of the vehicle in the world coordinate frame Rand

Y:.(t,~) = [v(t, ~), w(t, ~)f, (4.2)

the linear and angular velocity of the vehicle in the vehicle coordinate frame V, both of which can

be derived from measurements on steering angles and wheel revolutions. The dependency of the

velocity input vector Y:.(t) on the measurements, is represented by the velocity observer in figure 4.1.

The implementation of the velocity observer depends on the configuration of the vehicle and will be

discussed in chapter 5. Assuming that the velocity observer has outputs v(t,~) and w(t,~) for the

linear and angular velocities respectively and with use of the coordinate frames, as shown in figure

4.2, it is easy to see that

[

i:(t' ~)] [V(t'~) cos B(t, ~)]
iJ(t,~) = v(t,~) sinB(t,~)

B(t,.{) w(t,~)

(4.3)

For the observer of the marker position, let a marker position in world coordinates be represented

by a vector m E jR2xl with

(4.4)

An estimate of this position is based on the state of the vehicle, defined in (4.1) and a measurement

of the Magnetic Measurement System (MMS). The MMS measures the position of a marker in the

vehicle coordinate frame. This means that the position of the marker in the world frame can be

calculated by a transformation between coordinate frames
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",,'I<
y -----

Figure 4.2: Marker position in vehicle and world coordinate frame

(4.5)

Figure 4.2 shows a visual representation of (4.5). More generally (4.3) and (4.5) define a non-linear

system of the form

~(t, ~)

m(t, ~)

[(;f(t) ,y!'(t) ,~)

f!(;f(t ) , ~) .

(4.6)

(4.7)

The actual position of the grid marker in the world coordinate frame is known, because it is calculated

with deadreckoning and the application of grid corrections, according to the FROG technology. The

difference between the observation (4.7) and the actual position can be used in a criterion to estimate

the parameter vector.
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4.2 Error propagation and disturbance modelling

In chapter 3 the topic of parameter estimation was discussed in the context of experimental

data with additive measurement noise. However, equation (4.7) doesn't account for any disturbances

at all. To apply the theory, discussed in chapter 3, to the concept, presented in section 4.1, the

disturbances on the system will have to be modelled. They are a limiting factor in the accuracy

that can be achieved for the parameter estimates, as was shown in chapter 3. It is important to

make a distinction between the sources of disturbance in order to model them correctly. First of

all, odometry depends on measurements from drive- and steerencoders, all of which have a limited

accuracy. Secondly, uncertainty in the initial vehicle position will also propagate by odometry. Finally

the accuracy of the reference grid is a factor of influence on the observations. These disturbances

and the way they are modelled, will be discussed in the following subsections.

4.2.1 Grid inaccuracy

The disturbance that is the easiest to model is grid inaccuracy (e.g. due to the drilling of the

holes for the magnetic markers and the diameter of the markers). The true position of a marker in

the world coordinate frame has a certain accuracy. Small variations in this position can be modelled

as additive zero mean white noise on the estimate of the positions

with

m(t,~) = !l(!£.(t),~) + w(t) (4.8)

E[w(t)]

E[w(t)wT(t)]

(4.9)

(4.10)

The covariance matrix is chosen diagonal because the errors in the x- and y-direction are assumed to

be uncorrelated, which is valid as long as individual grid markers are detected only once. Typically

the standard errors awx and aWy will be equal.
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4.2.2 Uncertainty in initial position

Before operation, the position of a vehicle in the world coordinate frame, is initialized, by

positioning the vehicle above a reference marker and setting the position estimate to

~(O) = [0,0, Or. (4.11)

An error 8~(0), introduced by this initialization procedure will propagate through odometry and

ultimately lead to an uncertainty in the final position estimate. Consequently through (4.7) the

estimate of a marker position will also be influenced by this initial position estimate

(4.12)

Unfortunately the statistical and stochastic properties of the disturbance 8m(t,~) are not as easily

obtained as the disturbance due to grid inaccuracy. Although 8~(0) can be modelled fairly easy by

E[8~(0)]

o
(4.13)

(4.14)

the non-linear transformations caused by odometry, make it difficult to characterize the disturbances

8m(t, ~). There are two solutions to this problem. Under the assumption that errors are small,

linearized error propagation is a good approximation of the actual system and it gives more insight

in the disturbance characteristics of 8m(t, ~). This method will also be necessary for disturbances,

caused by measurement errors of the encoders and will be discussed in the next subsection. Another

solution would be to include the initial position of the vehicle in the parameter vector. This will

proof to be the most suitable option because it also removes bias from the estimator, caused by the

initial position error. The new parameter vector then becomes
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(4.15)

4.2.3 Measurement errors

In the previous section it was shown that errors on the initial vehicle position will propagate

through odometry and cause disturbances on the estimate of a marker position. The same problem

occurs for measurement errors from the drive- and steerencoders, since (4.6) and (4.7) define a

system, where :g(t) depends on the encoder measurements, as discussed in section 4.1. Now assume

that limited encoder accuracy leads to an error on the inputs

then

8:g(t,~) = [8V(t, ~)] ,
- 8w(t,~)

(4.16)

8t.(t, ~)

8m(t, ~)

A(t,~) 8;f(t,~) + B(t,~) 8:g(t,~)

C(t,~) 8;f(t, ~),

(4.17)

(4.18)

is the linearized system of (4.6) and (4.7), with

of
A(t) = 0;1~'1!

of
B(t) = 0~1~'1!

oh
C(t) = 0~1~'1!' (4.19)

Obviously the system defined by (4.17) and (4.18) is only linear in the perturbations, and may still

be non-linear in state, input and parameters. But it is the linearity in perturbations that is needed

to provide a characterization of the disturbance 8m(t,~)

(4.20)

In order to find R(t) it is assumed that the statistical and stochastic properties of 8:g(t) are known.
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Since the inputs are determined by the measurements, these properties can be derived from the

statistical and stochastic properties of the measurement errors. Such a derivation depends on the

implementation of the velocity control block from figure 4.1 and the vehicle configuration. Now let

E[<5!f]

E[<5!f(t)<5!fT(t + T)]

Q

Q<5(T),

(4.21)

(4.22)

be the mean and covariance matrix of the disturbance on the velocity input vector !f(t), where the

Dirac <5 (T) indicates that the disturbance is white and

Q = [avv avw ].
awv aww

(4.23)

Furthermore, since the initial state estimate is chosen to be equal to its expectation, the state

disturbance <5;f(t) satisfies

E[<5;f(t)] = Q

and consequently the state covariance matrix can be defined by

P(t) = E[<5x(t)<5xT(t)].

(4.24)

(4.25)

Using (4.17), (4.18), (4.22) and (4.25) the linearized error propagation through odometry is given by

?(t)

R(t)

A(t)P(t) + P(t)AT (t) + B(t)QBT (t)

C(t)P(t)CT (t).

(4.26)

(4.27)

with initial condition P(to) given by (4.14). Obviously R(t) can be found by solving the differential
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equation (4.26). The solution to this equation is generally given in the form of a convolution integral

and in terms of the transition matrix If>(t, T)

P(t) = If>(t, to)p(to)If>T(t, to) + it If>(t, T)B(T)QBT(T)If>T(t, T)dT.
to

The transition matrix If>(t, T) is defined by the property

d
dt If>(t, T) = A(t) If>(t, T),

and it is shown in [8] that

If>(t, T) = exp (it A(()d() = exp(r(t, T)),

satisfies this property where the matrix exponential is defined as an infinite power series

r 2 r 3

exp(r) = 1 + r + I + I + ....
2. 3.

(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.31)

Additionally the structure of odometry is such that the system Jacobian A(t) is strict upper rectan

gular, i.e.

A(t) = {aijlaij = Oif(j ::; n V i 2: m - n - 1)}, (4.32)

for a m x n-matrix. In the case of odometry A(t) is square and consequently A2(t) = O. Since r(t, T)

is a definite integral of A((), it has the same structure and consequently r 2 = o. This truncates

(4.31) after the first order term and simplifies the transitionmatrix to

If>(t, T) = 1+ r(t, T). (4.33)

With this result, the linearized error propagation of odometry, given in (4.26) and (4.27), can

be solved. Based on (4.3) and (4.5), the matrices A(t), B(t) and C(t) of the linearized system are

obtained
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[~
0 -,,(t,{J sin B(t, {)] [cos B(t, tl

~]A(t, ~) 0 v(t,~) cos (}(t,~) B(t,~) = Sin(}~t,~)

0 0

C(t, ~) [~
0 -(m~(*ine(t,D + m~(t) cos B(t, {))] ,

=
1 m~(t)cos(}(t,~) - m~(t)sin(}(t,~)

(4.34)

(4.35)

with A(t,~) satisfying the upper rectangularity property defined in (4.32). Consequently through

(4.30)-(4.33) we get

, [0 0 -~y(t, T)]
qt, TJ ~1A()d( ~ ~ 0 ~x(t, T)

0 0

and

<I>(t, T) ~ I +qt, T) ~ [~
0 -~y(t, TJ]
1 ~X~,T) ,
0

with

~x(t, T) - x(t) - X(T)

~y(t, T) y(t) - Y(T)

(4.36)

(4.37)

(4.38)

(4.39)

By substituting (4.34), (4.35), (4.37) and the definitions for P(to) and Q into the propagation equa

tions of (4.26) and (4.27) the general solution for linearized error propagation is obtained. Since the

vehicle position at to is initialized as [0,0, oV, the initial state response is

Po(t) = If>(t, to)p(to)lf>T (t, to)

= [~ ~ ~~~;)] [~~o ~~o
o 0 1 0 0

[
~~o + ~~oy2(t) -~~ox(t)y(t)

= -~~ox(t)y(t) ~~o + ~~ox2(t)

-~~oy(t) ~~ox(t)
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and

(4.41)

However, by including the initial vehicle position into the parameter vector that needs to be estimated,

it is not necessary to model it as a disturbance anymore and P(to) can be set to zero. Accordingly

the initial state response is zero and the solution for error propagation in the state is

and

-b.y(t, T)] [ ] [rJvv rJvw cos O( t)
b.x(t, T)

rJwv rJww -b.y(t, T)
1

R(t) = C(t)P(t)CT(t)

sin O(t) 0]
1

dT
b.x(t, T)

(4.42)

(4.43)

gives the covariance matrix of the observation at time t. The dependencies on the parameter vector

{ are omitted here for the sake of clearness.

4.3 Error propagation for a time discrete system

In practice the measurements from the encoders will be sampled in time. Consequently the

inputs of odometry are time discrete and the system, defined in (4.6) and (4.7) will become the time

discrete equivalent

;r[k + 1,{J

m[k,{]

In the case of odometry these equations are

,[(;r[k], 1f[k], {)

!l(;r[k] ,{).

(4.44)

(4.45)

[

X[k + 1, ~]] [X[k' ~]] [V[k'~] cos O[k, ~]]
y[k + 1, {] = y[k, {] + v[k, {] sin O[k, {]

o[k + 1, {] 0[k ,{] w [k, {]
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and

[m~[k,~]] _ [milk] cosB[k,~] - m~[k] sinB[k,~] + X[k,~]]
m;[k,~] milk] sinB[k,~] + m~[k] cosB[k,~] + y[k,~]

(4.47)

Linearization with respect to disturbances on the state and the inputs, with omission of the depen

dencies on ~ for the sake of clearness, yields

A[k] 8~[k] + B[k] 8~[k]

C[k] 8~[k],

(4.48)

(4.49)

with

[~
1 0 -v[k] SinB[k]] [cos B[k] O~]

A[k] ~ v[k] C~SB[k] B[k] = sin;[k]

C[k] = [01 0
1

-mi[k]sinB[k] -m~[k]COSB[k]].
milk] cosB[k] - m~[k] sinB[k]

The definitions of the input and state statistical and stochastic properties remain unchanged

(4.50)

(4.51)

with T E Z and

E[8~]

E[8~[k] 8~T[k+ T]]

Q

Q8(T),

(4.52)

(4.53)

The propagation of the state covariance matrix P[k] for the time discrete case is

(4.54)

P[k + 1] = E [8~[k + 1] 8~T[k + IIJ
= E [(A[k] 8~[k] + B[k] 8~[k]) (A[k] 8~[k] + B[k] 8~[k]f]

= E [A[k] 8~[k] 8~T[k] AT[k] + B[k] 8~[k] 8~T[k] BT[kIJ (4.55)

= A[k] E[8~[k] 8~T[k]] AT[k] + B[k] E[8~[k] 8~T[k]] BT[k]

= A[k]P[k]AT[k] + B[k]QBT[k],
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which can be expressed in terms of the initial state covariance prO] as

Plk] ~nA[k - i]P[O]nAT Ii] +~CItA[k- jJB li]QB' Ii] ,1:1, ATlj]) . (4.56)

This result is the discrete equivalent of (4.28) which can be observed directly by considering that

k-I< [1II A[k - i] = 0
2=1 0

~ [~

o - L7~~ v[i] Sine[i]]

~ L7~~ v[:] cos eli]

o -!:ly(k, K)]
1 !:lx(k, K)

o 1

(4.57)

~ ~1]
L7~~ v[i] cos eli]

and

= <ll[k, K]

IT AT[i] = [ ~
i=I< _ L7~~ v[i] sine[i]

-[ ~ ~~]
-!:ly(k, K) !:lx(k, K) 1

= <llT[k,K].

(4.58)

Finally, substitution of these transition matrices into (4.56) yields

k-1

P[k] = <ll[k,O]p[O]<llT[k,O] + L<ll[k,K+ l]B[K]QBT[K]<llT[k,K + 1] (4.59)
1<=0

and the covariance of the observations equals
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R[k] = E [8m[k] 8mT[k]]

= E [C[k]8~[k] 8~T[k]CT[k]J

= C[k] E [8~[k] 8~T[k]J CT[k]

= C[k]P[k]CT[k].

(4.60)

With this result the propagation of measurement errors can be calculated to obtain an uncertainty

model for the observations at each instant k.

4.4 Application of a Maximum Likelihood estimator

In chapter 3 the properties of Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation and the theory of pa

rameter estimation in general, were discussed. In this section a ML estimator will be applied in the

context of estimating the calibration parameter vector ~, based on odometric data, as was explained

in 4.1. By including the disturbance model, presented in the previous section, with the observation

vector, defined in (4.5), we get

m[k] = hc[k,{] + 8m[k,{]. (4.61)

Unfortunately the disturbances 8[k, {] are not independent, as was assumed in chapter 3. Even worse,

they are a function of the parameter vector ~, which is the object of estimation. This means that

the derivation of the FIM will be affected and needs to be revisited. Based on the observer equation

(4.61) the likelihood function for a set of k observations can be expressed as

Ak({) = P(m[l]' ... ,m[kll {)

= P(m[lll {) P(m[2], ... ,m[kll m[l],{) (4.62)

= P(m[l]1 {) P(m[2] Im[l]' {) ... P(m[k]1 m[l], ... ,m[k - 1]' {).

Since hc[k, {] is deterministic, and the distribution of the disturbance for each observation is known,

this likelihood function can be expressed in terms of the disturbance distributions
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Because of the dependency of the observation covariance matrix R[j, 5:1 on the parameter vector,

the first term in (4.63) will not be constant and it will not be straightforward to find a suitable

estimator for f However, the sensitivity of R[j,~] for ~ is negligible compared to the sensitivity of

the error (m[j] - .b:.[j, ~]) for~. Therefore the parameter {* that maximizes (4.63) is the parameter

that minimizes

(4.64)

In chapter 3 it was shown that the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) can be used to express parameter

observability. However, in the derivation of the FIM, it was assumed that the disturbances on

the observations were uncorrelated in time, i.e. E [Jm(t)JmT(t - T)J = R(t)J(T). Because of the

propagation of error, discussed in 4.3, this is not true anymore. For convenience the definition of the

FIM is repeated here

(4.65)

Using the same derivation as in chapter 3, but without neglecting the cross terms for which j # i,

the FIM satisfies

k k

J[k,{] = L LST[j,~] R- 1 [j] E [(m[j] - .b:.[j,~]) (m[i] - .b:.[i, ~])T] R- 1 [i] S[i,~]
j=1 i=1

~ t. (STli, ~] W ' Ij] Sli, ~I +~ STli, ~I W ' Ij] E [omlilomTI;j] W' Iii Sli, ~])
(4.66)

The first term in (4.66) is equal to the FIM, obtained by assuming that the disturbances are uncor

related. The second term contains the auto-correlations for time lag T
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E [8m[k] 8m[k - T]] = E [C[k]8~[k]8~T[k - T]CT[k - TIJ
= C[k] E [8~[k]8~T[k - TIJ CT[k - T].

(4.67)

Obviously these correlations between the observation disturbances, depend on the auto-correlation

between the state errors 8~[k] and 8~[k - T]. Using the time-discreet system equation (4.48) the

auto-correlation for the state errors can be obtained, considering that 8y.[k - n] and 8~[k - m] are

uncorrelated for n ~ m. Then for T > 0 we have

E [8~[k]8~T[k - T]J = E [(A[k - 1]8~[k - 1] + B[k - 1]8y.[k - 1]) 8~T[k - T]J

= E [A[k - 1]8~[k - 1] 8~T[k - T]J
T

= IIA[k - i] E [8~[k - T] 8~T[k - T]J
i=l

T

= IIA[k - i] P[k - T]
i=l

= q,[k, k - T] P[k - T],

and equivalently

Substitution of (4.67)-(4.69) into (4.66) gives

(4.68)

(4.69)

k

J[k, {] = L ST[j, {] R-1 [j] S[j, {]
j=l

k

+ L L ST[j,{]R-1 [j]C[j]q,[j,i]P[i]CT[i]R- 1 [i]S[i,{] (4.70)
j=1 15.i<j

k

+ L L ST[j,{] R-1 [j] C[j] prj] q,T[i,j] CT[i] R-1 [i] S[i,{]
j=l j<i9

It's easy to see that the second and third term are eachothers transpose, which is obvious because

the FIM is always symmetric. This means that the FIM satisfies
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k

J[k,{] = L (ST[j, {] R- 1 [j] S[j, {] + Y[j,{] + yT[j,{])
j=l

with
j-1

Y[j, {] = L ST[j,{] R-1[j] C[j] <I>[j, i] P[i] CT[i] R- 1 [i] S[i,{].
i=l

(4.71)

(4.72)

Equation (4.71) makes it easy to express the FIM in terms of its previous value and the contribution

of the current observation.

with

J[k + 1,{] = J[k,{] + ~J[k,{], (4.73)

~J[k,{] = ST[k + 1, {] R- 1 [k + 1] S[k + 1, {] + Y[k + 1,{] + yT[k + 1,{] (4.74)

This is particularly convenient for experiment design, which will be discussed in chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

Practical implementation and results

In the previous chapter a theory was presented to estimate vehicle parameters based on odo

metric data. This theory was used for experiments, carried out at FROG Navigation Systems. In

this chapter the implementation of the theory and the experimental setup will be discussed, followed

by experimental results.

5.1 Experimental setup

For the experiments a vehicle configuration was available with three wheels, as depicted in

figure 5.1. The actuated wheels each have their own driving and steering system. The steering

angles have a range of ±90 deg and are measured by 16-bit encoders with a resolution of 2000 counts

per revolution. The driving systems are also equipped with 16-bit encoders with a resolution of

400 counts per revolution, to measure the rotation of the wheels in the driving direction and can

produce a force of ±375N. The castor wheel can rotate freely. The mass of the vehicles is 200 kg

and they have a moment of inertia of 50 kg-m2 . The operating system for the control software is

Linux, which runs on a Frogbox. This is a PC, developed for AGV applications, with a Pentium 166

MHz processor, 64 MB RAM, 92 MB Flash disk and a dedicated I/O-board containing 32 digital

inputs, 16 digital outputs, 8 analog inputs, 4 analog outputs, 12 encoder inputs, 12 serial channels, 4

servo control channels, Ethernet, and a CAN bus. During the experiments a wireless LAN was used
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Figure 5.1: Configuration of the test vehicle

to communicate with the vehicle for the purpose of parameter adjustments and data retrieval. As

explained in chapter 2 the vehicles were used in manual mode, which means that velocity setpoints

were given with a joystick, thus eliminating the position control of the vehicle. The experiments were

performed indoors on a grid of magnetic markers with a distance of 0.4)2 cm between the markers.

The grid sensor, used on the test vehicle, was a magnetic ruler with a length of 40 cm, that only

measured the distance to the marker in the y-direction of the vehicle reference frame V. The ruler

was positioned at 16 cm on the x-axis of the vehicle reference frame V.

5.2 Odometric model

Since the theory, described in chapter 4, uses the linear and angular velocity of the vehicle to

estimate its position, an odometric model is necessary to extract these quantities from the encoder

data. Figure 5.2 shows a schematic of a vehicle, positioned in a world reference frame n, rotating

around a steerpole or Instant Rotating Center (IRC). Under the assumption that there is no wheel

slippage (neither lateral nor longitudinal), the displacement of both wheels can be calculated directly

from the drive- and steerencoder outputs. This assumption can only be justified if the experiments

are performed at low velocities and is necessary because it is not possible to measure the amount of

longitudinal slip or the lateral slip angle. Disregarding both, the linear wheel displacement for the

front and rear wheel during an interval f:).T equal
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IRe

Figure 5.2: Schematic of a testvehicle in a world reference frame R

LlXf,r
27fRf,r Nf,r

Cf,r gf,r

0,

(5.1)

(5.2)

with Rf,r the wheel radius, Nf,r the number of counts measured by the drive encoder during interval

LlT, Cf,r the encoder resolution in counts per revolution and gf,r the drive encoder reduction which

accounts for the gear ratio between the shaft of the wheel and the shaft of the encoder. The subscripts

Of,r are used to indicate the front and rear wheel. From the linear wheel displacement the linear

velocity follows straightforward

LlXf,r
vf,r = LlT . (5.3)

The steering angles of the front and rear wheels determine the position of the IRe and the crabangle

f3. This is the angle between the linear velocity vector V of the vehicle and the x-axis of the vehicle
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reference frame V. Using basic geometry with regard to figure 5.2 the following expressions are

obtained

{3 ( OAtanbr + OAtanbf )
(504)arctan

0.8 + 0.15 tan bf - 0.15 tan br

df
0.8

(5.5)
cos bf (tan bf - tan br )

dr
0.8

(5.6)
cos br (tan bf - tan br )

D
0.8 + 0.15tanbf - 0.15tanbr

(5.7)
cos {3(tanbf - tanbr )

wf
vf (5.8)
df
Vr (5.9)Wr
dr

and consequently the linear and angular velocities of the vehicle are obtained [6],[9],[14],[15]

W

v

5.3 Disturbance model

(5.10)

(5.11)

Although an extensive model for the disturbances was presented in chapter 4, in practice the

main source of disturbances are the inaccuracy of the grid and the measurement disturbances of the

grid sensor. The measurement errors, due to the drive- and steerencoders, are negligible compared

to those caused by the grid(sensor). Since the disturbance, caused by the initial position error, is

also eliminated, by incorporating the initial position and orientation into the parameter vector, as

discussed in chapter 4, the disturbances can be modelled fairly easy. The disturbance, caused by the

inaccuracy of the grid has been discussed in section 4.2.1. The measurement errors from the grid

sensor have to be transformed from the vehicle reference frame V to the world reference frame R

according to (4.5). This means that the covariance matrix for the output disturbance satisfies
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R
. _ [ a; sin2

() + a; cos2
() -a; sin () cos () + a; sin () cos ()]

gndsensor - ,-a; sin () cos () + a; sin () cos () a; cos2 () + a; sin2
()

(5.12)

with a; and a; the variances of the disturbances in the xand y direction respectively, caused by

the grid sensor. If the variances a; and a; are assumed to be equal, (5.12) is a diagonal matrix and

together with the disturbance model for the grid, shown in section 4.2.1, the total output disturbance

has a diagonal covariance matrix R E jR2x2.

5.4 Parameter observability and estimation

With the odometric and disturbance models, discussed in the previous sections, the theory

from chapters 3 and 4 can be applied to the test vehicles. For the simulations and experiments, the

parameter vector contains the angle offsets for the front and rear wheel and the radii of both wheels.

Together with the initial vehicle position and orientation the parameter vector 5: E jR7xl is given by

(5.13)

with 'Yr,j the angle offsets and Tr,j the wheel radii. With the positions of the detected magnetic

markers in the world reference frame as observations and the output disturbance modelled according

to section 5.3, the observations are independent in time and the expression for the FIM from (4.71)

reduces to

with

k

J[k,5:] = L ST[j, 5:] R-1[j] S[j, 5:]
j=l

(5.14)

S[j,5:] = (5.15)
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and

R[j] = [a~ 0]
o a2

y

(5.16)

Estimation of the parameter vector is done with a Maximum Likelihood Estimator, which,

under the given conditions, is equivalent to a Least Squares Estimator

k

~ = argmjn ~ L (m[j] - Il[j, ~])T R-1[j] (m[j] - Il[j,~])
- j=l

5.5 Implementation

(5.17)

For the necessary calculations the programming language Python was used. This is an in

terpreted, object-oriented language with high-level built in data structures. It is freely usable and

distributable and certified by the Open Source Initiative (OSI). Several Python modules have been

written and the source codes can be found in appendices A-D.

During an experiment a log-file is created that records all necessary data for the purpose of

parameter estimation. To extract the data from such a log-file into a convenient format to be used

in Python, the module Inputs. py has been created (appendix A). It selects the appropriate log-file

and extracts the encoder data, the grid sensor data and the position estimates. With the knowledge

of the grid properties and the extracted grid measurements from the log-file, the actual positions

of the detected grid markers are calculated. Additionally, the positions of the magruler-edges are

calculated based on the position estimates of the vehicle and the vehicle geometry. The function

get_data(begin=None, end=None) returns all these quantities as Python-Lists either for the entire

duration of the experiment (default) or for a user-defined period of time.

The calculations involved with the position of the vehicle in the world reference frame are

done by the module Deadreckoning.py (appendix B). The most important part of this module is

the function calc_pos (data_set, *nom_values, **params). Its first argument is a tuple of Python-
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Lists containing the experimental data, generated by the module Inputs. py . The second argument

is also a tuple containing the nominal parameter values, i.e. the initial estimates. The third ar

gument is a Python-Dictionary and is only used when calculation of the FIM is required. Based

on the experimental data and the nominal parameter values the position of the vehicle is calcu

lated and when a grid marker is detected, its position is estimated, based upon the vehicle position

estimate and the measurement from the grid sensor. This estimate is then compared with the ac

tual marker position, which was also passed through within the argument data_set. The difference

between both quantities is used in a Least Squares criterion according to (5.17). Finally the func

tion returns the vehicle position and orientation and the estimated marker positions in Python-Lists

and the total cost as a floating point number. Calculation of the FIM requires the availability

of the sensitivity matrix as defined in (5.15). This is accomplished with use of automatic deriva

tives, provided by the module Derivatives. py. This is a standard Python module, contained in

the package ScientificPython. The dictionary that is passed as a third argument to the function

calc_pos (data_set, *nom_values, **params) contains keyword-value pairs. The keywords are the

parameters for which the FIM will be calculated and the values are DerivVarO objects, which are

defined in Derivatives. py and are used as arguments for differentiation. This enables the user to

select the parameters for which to calculate the FIM. For instance, if only the angle offsets need to

be considered, the FIM will be a matrix in JR2x2 and can be calculated by passing a dictionary to

calc_pos 0 containing only two keyword-value pairs for the angle offsets. If an empty dictionary is

passed as third argument, the FIM will not be calculated, which increases the speed of the module.

For the estimation of the parameter vector, (5.17) has to be solved. Since there is no straightfor

ward solution to this optimization problem, it has to be solved iteratively. Two different algorithms

that can be used for this purpose will be discussed here, one of which has been implemented in the

module Estimation.py (appendix C).

Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno

The first algorithm is a quasi-Newton method, which means that an approximation of the Hessian

matrix is made, based upon the behavior of the cost function and its gradient, as opposed to Newton

type methods, where the Hessian is calculated numerically. The update for the Hessian satisfies
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H[ ~~~+l ~~k+l Hk

~~r+l H k ~~k+l
(5.18)

with Hk the approximation of the Hessian at iteration k and

\lf(~k+l) - \lf(~k)

~k+l - ~k

(5.19)

(5.20)

the differences in gradient and function value with respect to the previous iteration, respectively.

After the Hessian update a line search is performed in the direction

(5.21)

to find the next estimate ~k+1. Several procedures are available to approximate a minimum in a search

direction, such as Fibonacci, Golden Section and polynomial inter- or extrapolation. For continuous

functions, polynomial interpolation is generally found to be the most effective. The Hessian has to be

symmetric positive definite and can be initialized as the identity matrix I. The gradient information

for the procedure can either be calculated with automatic differentiation or with finite differences.

Termination of the algorithm occurs when the gradient is smaller than a predefined tolerance or the

maximum amount of iterations has been exceeded.

N elder-Mead-Simplex

The second method is the Simplex method by NeIder and Mead. Although this is not the most

efficient algorithm in terms of the number of function evaluations, it doesn't require the calculation

of derivatives, in contrast with Newton-like algorithms. It uses a geometrical shape, called a Simplex,

in an N-dimensional space, consisting of N + 1 points and their interconnecting lines and polygonal

faces, that enclose a finite N-dimensional volume. The algorithm is initialized with the nominal

parameter vector ~o and an initial Simplex is created by choosing N points according to

(5.22)
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(8) (bl

(e)

Figure 5.3: Basic transformations for a Simplex. Initial Simplex (a), reflection (b), reflection and

expansion (c), contraction (d) and multiple contraction (e)

with f.i the N unit vectors. The constant A determines the scale of the optimization problem. After

initialization the Simplex can be modified with a number of basic moves to guide it downhill through

the N-dimensional landscape, ultimately leading to a (local) minimum. The basic transformations

for a Simplex are reflection, expansion and contraction. Figure 5.3 shows a number of graphical

interpretations of some possible combinations for a tetrahedron, a 3-dimensional Simplex. The al

gorithm is implemented by the function fmin_simplex 0 and terminates when a vector step by a

Simplex-transformation is smaller than a tolerance xtol and the decrease in cost is smaller than

tolerance ftol. If a maximum amount of iterations and/or function evaluations has been reached, a

warning message is displayed [12].

Finally the main module that has been implemented, is Demo.py (appendix D). It uses the

previously discussed modules to perform all the calculations and, depending on user-input, it either

calculates the cost function and the vehicle position, the Fisher Information Matrix or an estimate

of the parameter vector ~ from the experimental data. In the last two cases the user can also choose

which of the seven parameters have to be taken into account.
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5.6 Experimental results

The first experiments, performed with the test vehicles, served to get an understanding of

the manifestation of calibration errors in practice. The test vehicle was positioned as accurately as

possible by hand, such that it was aligned with the grid. The maximum velocity was limited to 0.2

mls to prevent the occurrence of wheel slip and the maximum steering angle was limited to 0 rad

to obtain a straight line. Then, after initializing the position and orientation, the joystick was used

to issue the drive- and steering setpoints for the vehicle. In figures 5.4 and 5.5 the results of this

experiment are shown. In figure 5.4 the estimated and actual positions of the vehicle and detected

grid markers are plotted in the xy-plane of the world reference frame. It is clear that, based on
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Figure 5.4: Estimated and actual positions of the vehicle and detected grid markers in the xy-plane

odometric data alone, the position estimates are incorrect due to the calibration errors, whereas the

actual vehicle position takes the information from the detected grid markers into account. Figure
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Figure 5.5: Estimated and actual vehicle positions vs. time

5.5 shows the estimated vehicle position and orientation as a function of time. In the plots for the

actual y-position and orientation, the updates after a grid marker detection can be seen more clearly.

Although a number of similar experiments were informative for the way the vehicles were operated,

they didn't provide sufficient information for an accurate estimation of all the parameters. Therefore

an attempt was made to perform a number of test runs with the vehicle, of sufficient length, such

that the number of marker detections was large enough to obtain accurate estimates. This was

accomplished by driving the vehicle back and forth a couple of times with a slight curve. The space,

available at the test site, and time were the limiting factors in the decision for these trajectories. For

the disturbances awx and aWy a value of 5 mm was used. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the trajectory of

one of these experiments, in which the vehicle was driven backward, forward and backward again.

During this experiment 55 grid markers were detected. For estimation of the total parameter vector,

as defined in (5.13), the inverse of the FIM, i.e. the lower bound for the covariance matrix of the
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Figure 5.6: Estimated and actual positions of the vehicle and detected grid markers in the xy-plane
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Figure 5.7: Estimated and actual vehicle positions vs. time

estimates, was calculated by the module Deadreckoning. py to be

8.94e-006 -2.83e-006 -8.97e-006 -2.83e-006 -4. 16e-007 -3. 15e-006 2.68e-006

-2.83e-006 4.20e-005 2.93e-006 4.20e-005 5.80e-006 -2.88e-006 -4. 27e-005

-8. 97e-006 2.93e-006 8.99e-006 2.93e-006 4.31e-007 3. 14e-006 -2.78e-006

-2. 83e-006 4.20e-005 2.93e-006 4.20e-005 5.77e-006 -2.89e-006 -4. 27e-005

-4. 16e-007 5.80e-006 4.31e-007 5.77e-006 3.03e-006 -1.69e-007 -5.48e-006

-3. 15e-006 -2. 88e-006 3. 14e-006 -2.89e-006 -1.69e-007 2.97e-006 3. 13e-006

2.68e-006 -4. 27e-005 -2.78e-006 -4. 27e-005 -5.48e-006 3. 13e-006 4. 35e-005

Considering that the diagonal elements of this matrix represent the variances of the parameter

estimates, the 95% confidence intervals for the parameters are shown in table 5.1. Obviously a
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I parameter I 95% confidence region

rf [rj - 2J8.94exp(-006),rj + 2J8.94exp(-006)]

'Yf bj - 2J4.20 exp(-005), 'Yj + 2J4.20exp( -005)]

rr [r; - 2J8.9gexp(-006),r; + 2J8.9gexp(-006)]

'Yr b; - 2J4.20 exp( -005), 'Y; + 2J4.20 exp( -005)]

Xo [xo - 2J3.03 exp( -006), Xo + 2J3.03 exp( -006)]

Yo [Yo - 2J2.97 exp( -006), Yo + 2J2.97 exp( -006)]

eo [eo - 2J4.35exp(-005),eo + 2J4.35exp(-005)]

Table 5.1: 95% confidence regions for the estimated parameters

confidence interval for the wheel radii of about ±6 mm is far from accurate and even a measurement

with a tape measure or ruler will be more accurate. However, the same experiment can be used to

estimate the other parameters. When it is assumed, for instance, that the drive encoders are already

sufficiently calibrated, the wheel radii don't have to be estimated anymore. In that case the FIM for

the same experiment as figures 5.6 and 5.7, but with a parameter vector

(5.23)

is a matrix in 1R5x5 with the confidence regions listed in table 5.2. The confidence intervals for the

I parameter I 95% confidence region

'Yf bj - 2J2.35exp(-005),'Yj + 2J2.35exp(-005)]

'Yr b; - 2J2.34 exp(-005), 'Y; + 2J2.34exp(-005)]

Xo [xo - 2J2.61 exp(-006), Xo + 2J2.61 exp( -006)]

Yo [Yo - 2J5.60exp(-007),yo + 2J5.60exp(-007)]

eo [eo - 2J2.37exp(-005),eo + 2J2.37exp(-005)]

Table 5.2: 95% confidence regions for the estimated parameters

angle offsets correspond with a standard deviation of about 0.28 deg. Therefore estimation of the

angle offsets and initial vehicle position can be done fairly accurate. Unfortunately it wasn't possible
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to obtain a minimum for the cost function with the algorithms of the module Estimation. py. The

cause of this was found to be a difference in parameter values for a forward or a backward motion.

Each driving direction has its own cost landscape with different locations for the maxima and minima.

When an experiment is performed with both forward and backward motion, these landscapes are

superimposed on eachother which leads to a very capricious new cost landscape, in which it is difficult

to find the correct minimum. Naturally these difficulties can be overcome by keeping forward and

backward motion in separate experiments. However this reduces the availability of trajectories when

space is limited. If only the first backward motion of the experiment from figures 5.6 and 5.7 is

used to estimate the angular offsets and initial position, it reduces the accuracy of the estimator and

the confidence regions are listed in table 5.3. According to these values, the standard deviation

parameter 95% confidence region

"If bj - 2)8.19 exp(-005), "Ij + 2)8.19 exp( -005)]

"Ir b: - 2)8.17 exp( -005), "I: + 2)8.17 exp( -005)]

Xo [xo- 2)1.69 exp( -005), Xo + 2)1.69 exp( -005)]

Yo [Yo - 2)2.26 exp( -006), Yo + 2)2.26 exp( -006)]

eo [eo - 2)8.19 exp( -005), eo + 2)8.19 exp( -005)]

Table 5.3: 95% confidence regions for the estimated parameters

for the angle offsets is about 0.52 deg. Although an accuracy of 0.1 deg would be desirable, the

fact that forward and backward motion cannot be combined in one experiment, combined with the

limited space to perform the experiments, doesn't allow for experiments with enough information to

obtain such an accuracy. Nevertheless the angle offsets and initial position were estimated from a

number of experiments, using the Simplex method from the Estimation.py module. Tables 5.4 and

5.5 show the results for the angle offsets in forward and backward motion respectively. Because the

experiments all have a different initial position, comparison of their estimates is meaningless and they

are therefore omitted. Obviously experiments in which the amount of detected markers was larger,

achieve a more accurate estimate, although the desired accuracy hasn't been reached. Moreover the

estimation of the wheel radii hasn't even been performed because of the low accuracies that could be

achieved. However it was found that the sum of both wheel radii could be estimated, which can be

explained by the strong correlations, found between both wheel radii and between both angle offsets.

These correlations could have been avoided by choosing a different model with the travelled distance

of each wheel as outputs, in addition to the reference marker positions.
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Experiment nr. 1f[rad] a--'lf[rad] 1r[rad] a')'r [rad] Nr. of detected markers

01 -1.18exp(-03) 0.0099 1.39 exp(-03) 0.0098 20

02 -1.46 exp(-03) 0.0194 0.89 exp(-03) 0.0195 6

03 -0.67 exp( -03) 0.0098 1.22 exp(-03) 0.0098 17

04 -0.72 exp(-03) 0.0100 1.00 exp( -03) 0.0100 22

05 -1.00 exp(-03) 0.0083 3.37 exp( -03) 0.0083 25

06 -2.50 exp(-03) 0.0072 1.65 exp(-03) 0.0072 25

07 -2.27 exp(-03) 0.0079 1.89 exp( -03) 0.0079 31

08 -1.22 exp(-03) 0.0076 2.74exp(-03) 0.0076 23

09 -3.43 exp( -03) 0.0095 0.49 exp( -03) 0.0095 23

Table 5.4: Angle offset estimates for forward motion

Experiment nr. 1f[rad] a')'f [rad] 1r[rad] a')'r [rad] Nr. of detected markers

01 -2.64 exp( -03) 0.0074 1.85 exp( -03) 0.0074 26

02 -2.26 exp(-03) 0.0129 2.39 exp(-03) 0.0129 20

03 -3.02 exp(-03) 0.0135 1.99 exp(-03) 0.0135 11

04 -2.37 exp( -03) 0.0101 2.17 exp(-03) 0.0101 21

05 -2.94 exp(-03) 0.0121 1.42 exp(-03) 0.0121 16

06 -4.28 exp(-03) 0.0085 1.71 exp(-03) 0.0085 23

07 -4.28 exp( -03) 0.0098 1.50 exp(-03) 0.0098 23

08 -3.85 exp( -03) 0.0090 1.95 exp(-03) 0.0090 22

09 -3.38 exp(-03) 0.0106 2.27 exp(-03) 0.0105 20

10 -4.88 exp(-03) 0.0101 1.06 exp(-03) 0.0101 22

Table 5.5: Angle offset estimates for backward motion
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Chapter 6

Experiment design

In chapter 3 it was shown that the parameter identifiability can be determined by observing

the Fisher information matrix. Because the system outputs depend on its dynamics and its inputs

and the FIM is measure for the sensitivity of the outputs for the parameters, the FIM may vary for

different vehicle configurations and input signals. This raises the question what the optimal input

would be for each vehicle configuration to obtain the maximum parameter identifiability and thus

the least uncertainty in the parameter estimation.

6.1 Optimal experiments

Let ;;.C!I!..i) be the ith observation of the system output, where '!!!..i is a vector containing the

experimental conditions under which the ith observation was made. An experiment of M observations

can then be defined by

(6.1)

which is the concatenated vector of all M observation conditions. In practice the set of feasible

experiments is limited by several restrictions, such as the duration of the experiment, sampling
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frequency and energy of the input signals. If the set of all feasible experiments is denoted by IE, the

optimal experiment 'lJ* can be expressed as the optimization problem

'lJ* = arg opt j('lJ),
.'tEE

(6.2)

with cost function j('lJ). The main issue now is to find a suitable cost function. This means a

compromise has to be found between a cost function that serves the goal of the experiment best,

and one with a complexity such that optimization can be done with relatively easy computing.

Under the assumption that the modelstructure of a system is available, the search for the optimal

experiment only has to deal with accurate estimation of the parameters. This means that the

criterion is to minimize the uncertainty in the parameter estimates (i.e. maximize the amount of

information available in the data obtained from the experiment), which implies that the cost function

should depend on the way this uncertainty is characterized and consequently on the estimator used

for the experiment. The Maximum likelihood estimator has the properties of being asymptotically

unbiased, asymptotically efficient and asymptotically Gaussian. This means that for a large number

of observations the ML estimate has a Gaussian distribution N (~*, .1-1(f, 'lJ)). Moreover, if the

Fisher information tends to infinity for a large number of observations, the ML estimator will have

a mean square error of zero. This makes scalar functions of the FIM very suitable as a cost function

j('lJ) = f(.J (~, 'lJ)). (6.3)

For non-LP models however, several approximations are made by using the FIM as a characterization

of the uncertainty in parameter estimates. First of all .1 is evaluated at ~ instead of ~*, which is fine

as long as the non-linearity of the model with respect to its parameters is not too large. Secondly

the number of observations is always finite in practice or in a worst-case scenario even small. Finally

the equation for .1 in (3.31) was based on the assumption that Wi(j) '" N(O,al) for i E [l,n],

which doesn't necessarily have to hold in practice. Unfortunately there aren't too many alternatives

available to solve this problem [1]'[21,[13].

Depending on the nature of the scalar function f in (6.3) a wide range of optimality criteria can

be defined. Since the FIM defines the confidence ellipsoid as discussed in chapter 3, each criterion

has a specific influence on this confidence ellipsoid. In the following subsections several well known
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optimality criteria will be discussed

6.1.1 A-Optimality

A design that minimizes the sum of the variances in parameter estimates is called A-optimal.

Since the eigenvalues of J-1 are proportional to the squares of the length of the axes of the confidence

ellipsoid, A-optimal experiments minimize the sum of these square lengths

p 1
w* = arg min traceJ-l(~,w) = arg min L"

~E IE - ~E IE i=l Ai

with Ai the eigenvalues of J for i E [1, p].

6.1.2 D-Optimality

(6.4)

Minimizing the generalized variance of the parameter estimates done by D-optimal designs.

This class of designs minimizes the volume of the confidence ellipsoid by

p 1
w* = argmindetJ-l(~, w) = argmin IT "

~E IE - ~E IE i=l Ai

which is equal to maximizing det J(~, w).

6.1.3 E-Optimality

(6.5)

In situations where the variance of one particular parameter is extremely large, E-optimal

designs minimize the uncertainty in that specific parameter. This means that the largest axis of the

confidence ellipsoid is minimized

. 1w* = argmmmax,'
- ~E IE i Ai
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6.1.4 G- and V-Optimality

The criteria described in 6.1.1 - 6.1.3 are based on the information matrix .1 and are concerned

with manipulation of the confidence ellipsoid to decrease the uncertainty in parameter estimates.

These are criteria in parameter space. However, the estimated parameters will be used during

operation of the system, which means that it could also be of interest to minimize the uncertainty

in the system output (i(k) due to parameter uncertainty, i.e. criteria in output space. The predicted

system output ~(k), based on parameter estimate { satisfies

(6.7)

with S(k, {) the sensitivity matrix as defined in (3.32) and 8{ the difference between the estimated

value for the parameter vector and its nominal value. Consequently the covariance of ~(k) is equal

to

covC~(k) ,~(k)) = E [(Mk, {a) + S(k, {) 8{ - E[Mk, {a) + S(k, {) 8{]f]

= E [(S(k, {) 8{ - E[S(k, {) 8{])2]

= E [(S(k, {) 8{ - S(k, {) E[8{])2]

= E [S(k, {)(8{ - E[8{])(8{ - E[8{]fST(k, {)J

(6.8)

Because {o is a constant vector, the covariance matrix of 8{ is equal to the covariance matrix of {

with use of the property

cov(~ - f, ~ - f) = cov(~, ~), (6.9)

with c a constant vector. Since the covariance matrix of the parameter estimate is bounded by the

inverse of the information matrix .1, equation (6.8) can be simplified by

covC~(k) ,~(k)) = S(k, {) .1-1 S(k, {f.
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In order to compare various designs with eachother (6.10) is usually scaled by the disturbance covari

ance matrix R(k), with k indicating the sample number. This results in the standardized covariance

for design W at sample k

(6.11)

Related to this standardized covariance are two criteria. G-optimality Minimizes the maximum

standardized covariance

w* = arg min maxD(k, W),
~EIE k -

whereas V-optimality minimizes the average of D(k, w) over k

1 k

w* = arg ~d~ k L D(k, w).
- j=l

(6.12)

(6.13)

Unfortunately both criteria are only optimal in output space over the design region. During operation,

under different conditions, the standardized variance usually shows different behavior. This makes

G- and V-optimality less useful for the odometry calibration problem.

Optimization of (6.3) can be carried out by several optimization algorithms, either local or

global methods. For small dimensions of W well known algorithms such as Levenberg-Marquardt,

Newton or Gauss-Newton are available. For large dimensions of W however, dedicated algorithms are

required [1]' [10]' [11], [13].

6.2 Input design

Finding the optimal experiment for estimation of the calibration parameters, is mainly focussed

on optimal input design. The sampling moments for data-collection depend on detection of grid
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markers and will generally not be distributed equally in time. Input sequences for actuation of the

vehicle however, can be chosen such that the uncertainty in parameter estimates will be minimal in

the sense of a specified criterium, as discussed in section 6.1. For input design a distinction can be

made between parametric and non-parametric inputs. Parametric inputs are superpositions of basic

signals with a specific shape. Optimizing the inputs then reduces to finding the optimal parameters

of the input signal. Examples are impulses ait5(t - Ti) and polynomials L~=o biti , in which the

parameters ai, Ti and bi determine the optimal input. This class of parametric inputs is generally

not sufficient to describe the range of admissible inputs for vehicles. Therefore an experiment W can

be defined by a non-parametric time discrete sequence

(6.14)

where '!J:.(j) is the vector of input signals at instant j for j E [1, k]. The input vector '!J:.(j) contains the

setpoints, issued by the joystick, or during normal operation by the position controller. In practice

several constraints will apply to the input signals Ui(j) E JE, which turns experiment design into a

constraint optimization problem. A D-optimal experiment for example is the solution of

U* = arg min det .]-1 (~, U)
- UElE --

f1(U) 0

f2(U) < 0

(6.15)

where f1 (U) is the set of equality constraints and f2(U) the set of inequality constraints on U.

Examples of such constraints are bounds on amplitude, energy or power of the input signals. The

steerangles of the wheels ')'(j) for instance, are limited in amplitude by

j E [1, k] (6.16)

and the driving velocity also needs to be bounded to reduce the influence of lateral wheel slip [3],[13].
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6.3 Gradient-projection method

The solution to a non-linear constraint optimization problem such as (6.15) with linear equality

and inequality constraints, can be found with the gradient-projection method. This is an iterative

procedure in which the next estimate of the optimal input, according to the gradient method, is

projected on the allowable set of inputs lU, defined by the constraints £1 and £2' The update rule for

this iterative method is

(6.17)

with p~ the orthogonal projector on lU, g(U
n

) the gradient of the criterion with respect to the inputs

and /-l the stepsize. As (6.17) shows, th: next estimate Un
+

1
(/-l) of the optimal input is a function

of /-l. The best possible value for this can be found by minimizing the criterion over /-l. For the

D-optimality criterion of (6.15) this means

(6.18)

As long as the next estimate for the input is within the allowable set lU, the inequality constraints

are ignored. When the next estimate attempts to leave lU the violated inequality becomes an active

constraint. The main advantage of this method becomes apparent for linear constraints such as

(6.16). The projection p~ in that case is reasonably simple. Let

(6.19)

be the allowable set of inputs defined by amplitude constraints ai and bi for i E [1,] and

(6.20)

the set of active inequality constraints. The iterative procedure for obtaining the optimal input can
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be written as

with

(6.21)

,
i E It.

(6.22)

the projector p.l. Figure 6.1 shows a representation of the gradient-projection method for an input

vector U E ]R.2, with constraint ai :::; Ui :::; bi for i E {I, 2}. The" plus" symbol indicates the optimal

I[]

U21- - - - I
I
I

U,

Figure 6.1: Representation of the gradient-projection method

input vector U* and (;00 is the value to which the procedure converges [3J, [13].
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6.4 Optimization of subtrajectories

Because the number of samples for an experiment can grow very large, optimal input design

according to the non-pammetric method, presented in section 6.3, will require a tremendous amount

of computational effort. By restricting the number of input samples a significant reduction of degrees

of freedom can be obtained. This can be accomplished by requiring the inputs to remain constant

during a certain interval. The size of such an interval can be determined based on the grid distance

and the vehicle size, for instance by allowing the inputs to change only after every second grid marker

detection.

Instead of determining the optimal experiment beforehand, sequential input design can profit

from the additive nature of the FIM as expressed by (3.31). By dividing the optimal trajectory into

subtrajectories and optimizing each subtrajectory in the sense of parameter observability according

to one of the criteria, discussed in sections 6.1.1 - 6.1.4, the complexity of the problem can be reduced

significantly. Assume that after driving an arbitrary subtrajectory with a vehicle, the observability

of the calibration parameters is increased, i.e. the chosen scalar function of the FIM is an increasing

function of the number of measurements. In that case the quality of an experiment will be increased

by every subtrajectory and such an increase in quality can be maximized by choosing the optimal

inputs for the next subtrajectory in the sense of the criterion at hand. Note that such an approach

will not be optimal for the entire duration of the experiment, but since it is assumed that the scalar

function of the FIM is an increasing function of the number of measurements, no subtrajectory will

decrease the quality of the experiment, even if it results in a suboptimal experiment. Unfortunately,

the assumption that is made here, is not that trivial in practice and some restrictions have to be

made on the estimator to justify it.

6.4.1 D-Optimality

According to (6.5), a D-optimal experiment minimizes the determinant of the inverse of the

FIM, which is equivalent to maximizing the determinant of the FIM. In order to divide this problem in

subtrajectories, it has to be shown that the determinant of the FIM is a non-decreasing, or preferably

increasing, function of the number of measurements. Unfortunately, with regard to (3.31), it is not

so straightforward to calculate the determinant of a sum of matrices, however several properties of

the FIM make it possible to derive some useful relationships. Consider the following properties for
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real matrices X and Y:

PI. A matrix X is positive (semi) definite if 'J!:.TX'J!:. > 0 (~O), for all non-zero vectors 'J!:..

P2. The eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix are all positive (non-negative) if and only if the matrix

is positive (semi) definite.

P3. If X is positive definite then X is non singular and X-l is also positive definite

P4. If Y is symmetric then XYXT is also symmetric since XYXT = (XTTyTXTf = (XYXTf

P 5. If Y is positive definite and X non singular then XTyX is also positive definite

P6. If X is positive (semi) definite then all its diagonal entries are positive (non-negative)

1
Lemma 1. Let A be a symmetric matrix, then a matrix B = A"2 exists, that is also symmetric

Proof. A can be expressed as

(6.23)

with Q an orthogonal matrix with the eigenvectors of A as columns and A = diag(AlA2' .. An) a

diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of A as diagonal elements. Consider a symmetric matrix B,

with

(6.24)

which is symmetric following from P4 and the fact that A is diagonal. To proof that B is a root of

A, BB = A has to hold. Since Q is orthogonal, QT = Q-l and

lIT
= QA"2A"2Q

=QAQT

=A
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Lemma 2. Consider a matrix A E JRnxm and let B E JRnxn be a symmetric positive definite

matrix, then ATBA E JRmxm is a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix.

Proof. The symmetry of ATBA follows directly from the symmetry of Band P4. For ATBA to be

positive semidefinite, PI states that for all non-zero y. E JRmx 1

(6.26)

Express the product of A and y. as a new vector 1!. E JRnx 1. Now two cases have to be considered.

For 1!. = 0

(6.27)
= 0,

which satisfies (6.26).

For 1!. #- 0

> 0,

since B is positive definite, which concludes the prove.

(6.28)

D

Remark 1. The proof of lemma 2 also holds for B E JRnxn symmetric positive semidefinite

since it implies 1!.TB1!. 2: 0 for 1!. #- 0, which still satisfies (6.26).

Theorem 1. Let A E JRnxn be a symmetric non-singular matrix and B E JRnxn a symmetric

positive semidefinite matrix, then

Proof. Rewrite A + B as

det (A + B) 2: det(A)

A + B = A~(I + A-~BA-!)A~

I I
= A"2(I + C)A"2
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From lemma 1 and 2 and P4 and P5 it follows that C is symmetric positive semidefinite and because

of the first property all eigenvalues An of C are non-negative, i.e. Ai ~ 0 for i E [1, n]. Matrices C

and I + C have the same eigenvectors ±n:

with eigenvalues J-ln = An + 1 ~ 1. The determinant of A + B satisfies

1 1
det(A + B) = det(A"2 (I + C)A"2)

1 1
= det(A"2) det(I + C) det(A"2)

= det(A) det(I + C)

= det(A)J-lIJ-l2 ... J-ln

~ det(A).

(6.31)

(6.32)

(6.33)

D

Theorem 2. Let A E JRmxm and B E JRnxn be symmetric positive definite matrices, with B a

diagonal matrix. Furthermore let C E JRnxm. Then

det(A + CTB-1C) = det(A)

if and only if C is a zero matrix in JRnxm.

(6.34)

Proof. The proof that C is a zero matrix is a sufficient condition for (6.34) is trivial since CTB-1C

is a zero matrix in JRmxm for all B E JRnxn, when C is a zero matrix.

To prove that C is a zero matrix is a necessary condition for (6.34), express det(A+CTB-1C)

as
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det(A + CTB-1C) = det(A~) det(I + A-~CTB-1CA-~) det(A!)
1 j

= det(A2") det(I + D) det(A2")

= det(A) det(I + D)

= det(A)J-L1J-L2 ... J-Lm,

(6.35)

with D a symmetric positive semidefinite matrix and J-Li, i E [1, m] the eigenvalues of 1+ D. In order

for (6.34) to be satisfied the product of these eigenvalues must be equal to one

m m

II J-Li = II(1 + Ai) = 1.
i=l i=l

(6.36)

Since D is symmetric positive semidefinite, its eigenvalues Ai, i E [1, m] are non-negative according

to P2. Therefore the only way (6.36) can be satisfied is

which implies that

Ai = 0, Vi E [1, m],

m

L Ai = trace(D) = 0.
i=l

(6.37)

(6.38)

Using the symmetry of A-~ and CTB-1C, following from lemma 1, the necessary condition (6.38)

can be expressed in terms of the eigenvalues of CTB-1C

trace(A-~CTB-1CA-!)= trace(QaAaQrQpApQ~QaAaQr)

= trace(QaQrQaQrQpQ~AaAaAp)

= trace(A~Ap)

=0,

(6.39)

with Qa E IRmxm , Qp E IRmxm orthogonal matrices, Aa E IRmxm a diagonal matrix with the eigen

values of A-! and Ap E IRmxm a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of the product CTB-1C.
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Because A-! is symmetric positive definite Aa (and consequently A~) has only positive elements on

its diagonal. Similarly Ap has only non-negative elements on its diagonal because of the symmetric

positive semidefiniteness of CTB-1C. Thus for (6.39) to hold, all diagonal elements of Ap have to be

zero, i.e. all eigenvalues Vi, i E [1, m] of CTB-1C have to be zero. Therefore the necessary condition

(6.38) for (6.34) can be expressed as

Vi = 0, Vi E [1, m]. (6.40)

Now let's assume there exists a non-zero matrix C E IRnxm that satisfies (6.34). Then from

lemma 2 CT B-1C is symmetric positive semidefinite and therefore

(i) CT B-1C has non-negative eigenvalues

(ii) CT B-1C has only non-negative elements on its diagonal

Moreover, since B and consequently B-1 is positive definite it has only positive diagonal elements,

which means that any non-zero C will ensure that

(iii) CT B-1C has at least one non-zero element on its diagonal

From (ii) and (iii) it follows that

m

trace(CT B- 1C) = 2..: Vi > 0
i=l

and together with (i) this implies

::JVi > O,i E [I,m]

which contradicts (6.40) and concludes the proof.
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In order to find a subtrajectory that increases the quality of the experiment in the sense of

D-optimality, let J(k) be the FIM during an experiment, after k measurements/subtrajectories. The

FIM after the next subtrajectory then satisfies

and from lemma 2 and theorem 1 it follows that

det(J(k + 1)) ::::: det(J(k)),

(6.43)

(6.44)

if J(k) and R are symmetric positive definite. Since R is symmetric positive definite as defined

in chapter 4 and J(O) can be initialized as a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues 0 < An < f and

f E IR+ arbitrarily small, the determinant of the FIM is a non-decreasing function of the number

of measurements. Moreover if S(k + 1, ~)II;=I; is not equal to the zero matrix for any k, i.e. if
- - -0

S(k + 1, ~) 11;=1; has at least one non-zero element for all k, theorem 2 states that the determinant
- - -0

of the FIM is an increasing function of the number of measurements. Consequently every additional

subtrajectory increases the determinant of the FIM, provided that the sensitivity has at least one

non-zero element for that particular trajectory.

6.4.2 A-Optimality

In the case of A-optimality (6.4) states that the trace of the inverse of the FIM has to be

minimized. Reducing this problem to subtrajectories requires the trace of J-1 to be a non-increasing,

or preferably decreasing, function of the number of measurements.

Lemma 3. Let A E IRmxm and B E IRmxm be symmetric positive semidefinite matrices, then

trace(AB) :::; AaTnax trace(B) ,
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Proof. Since both matrices are symmetric they can be expressed as QAQT, with Q an orthogonal

matrix with the eigenvectors as columns and A a diagonal matrix diag(AIA2 ... Am) with Ai, i E [1, m]

the eigenvalues. Moreover, since both A and B are also positive semidefinite, they only have non

negative eigenvalues. Consequently

trace(AB) = trace(QaAaQ~QbAbQn

= trace(QaQ~QbQrAaAb)

= trace(AaAb)
m

= L AaiAbi
i=l
m

~ L Aamax Abi
i=l

m

= Aarrwx L Abi
i=l

= Aamax trace (B)

(6.46)

D

Theorem 3. Let A E IRmxm be a symmetric positive definite matrix and B E IRmxm a sym

metric positive semidefinite matrix, then

Proof. Rewrite A + Bas

trace(A + B)-I ~ trace A-I.

1 1
= A"2(I + C)A"2

(6.47)

(6.48)

with C symmetric positive semidefinite with eigenvalues Ai 2 0 for i E [1, m]. Matrices C and 1+ C

have the same eigenvectors ;rn:

(6.49)

(6.50)
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with eigenvalues fLn = An + 1 2 1. Consequently the eigenvalues of (I + C)-1 are

Vi = ~ E (0,1], i E [I,m].
fLi

Now consider the trace of (A + B)-1

trace(A + B)-1 = trace(A-~ (I + C)-1 A -~)

= trace((I + C)-1 A-I)

~ vmax trace A-I

(6.51)

(6.52)

D

Theorem 4. Let A E jRmxm and B E jRnxn be symmetric positive definite matrices, with B a

diagonal matrix. Furthermore let C E jRnxm. Then

(6.53)

if and only if C is a zero matrix in jRnx m.

Proof. The proof that C is a zero matrix is a sufficient condition for (6.53) is trivial since C T B-1C

is a zero matrix in jRmxm for all B E jRnxn, when C is a zero matrix.

To prove that C is a zero matrix is a necessary condition for (6.53), consider the proof of theorem

3 and introduce D = CT B-1C. From P3-P5 we have that D is symmetric positive semidefinite. Then

through (6.51) and (6.52), (6.53) implies that

(6.54)

1 1 1
with Vmax 2 VI 2 ··.2 Vm -l > a the eigenvalues of (I + A-"2DA-"2)- . From the proof of lemma 3

it is clear that this equality only holds if

Vi = Vmax Vi E [1, m], (6.55)

which implies through (6.51) that all eigenvalues of A-~DA-~ are zero, i.e. A-~DA-~ is a zero
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1
matrix. Since A is positive definite, A-2 cannot be a zero matrix, thus (6.53) implies that D =

CT B-1C is a zero matrix. Finally any diagonal positive definite B will ensure positive diagonal

entries for D if C is not a zero matrix. Consequently C is a zero matrix in IRmxn is a necessary

condition for (6.53). o

Together, both theorems show that, under certain conditions, optimizing subtrajectories in the

sense of A-optimality will not decrease the quality of an experiment. Applying theorem 3 to (6.43)

yields

(6.56)

if J(k) and R(k) are symmetric positive definite, which are the same conditions as discussed in

section 6.4.1 for D-optimality. Moreover if S(k + 1, ~) I~=~ has at least one non-zero element for all
- __ 0

k and R(k) is diagonal, theorem 4 shows that

(6.57)

In other words, the trace of the inverse of the FIM is a decreasing function of the number of mea

surements, as long as at least one of the system outputs is sensitive for at least one of the parameters

to be estimated.

Now the question remains for both A-optimality and D-optimality, which inputs yield an op

timal subtrajectory. From (6.35) it can be concluded that for D-optimality the increase in the

determinant of the FIM is maximized by

m m

arg max II f.Ji = argmaxII(l + Ai)'
UEllJ UEllJ

i=l i=l

(6.58)

Such an optimization problem, however, is computationally very difficult, since it requires calculation

of the eigenvalues of

(6.59)
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For A-optimality a similar problem arises when the proofs of theorems 3 and 4 are considered. The

decrease of trace(J-l) is maximized by

U* = arg min vmax(I + J-~ (k)ST (k + 1, ~)R-l (k)S(k + 1, ~)J-~ (k))-l
UEU --

= argmaX/-Lmin(I + J-~(k)ST(k + 1, ~)R-l(k)S(k + 1, ~)J-t(k))
UEU --

I T I
= arg max Amin(J-2 (k)S (k + 1, ~)R-l(k)S(k + 1, ~)J-2 (k))

UEU - -

(6.60)

Unfortunately the solution to these problems hasn't been found yet and consequently there are

no experimental results to verify this theoretical framework. However, a simulation model of the

testvehicle has been implemented in Python that can be used to calculate the FIM of an experiment

without performing the actual experiment. It provides some insights in the way the FIM changes

for different trajectories. The implementation and some simulation results are discussed in the next

chapter.
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Experiment design in simulation and

practice

The theory of experiment design, discussed in chapter 6, is based on optimizing some scalar

function of the Fisher Information Matrix. The FIM itself is constructed by addition of the product

ST(k+ l'5)R- 1 (k+ l)S(k+ 1'5) after each marker detection. Sofar a model of the vehicle odometry

was sufficient to simulate the vehicle motion through the world reference frame n. However, for

optimization of a scalar function of the FIM, a simulation model of the grid detections is also required

to determine the amount of information in an experiment without actually performing it.

7.1 Implementation of a simulation model

For the purpose of simulating the measurements of the grid markers, the module Simulation. py

has been implemented (Appendix E). It imports a module Vehiclemodel. py, which provides the

necessary vehicle geometry. Additionally it contains three functions. The function generate_ado 0

calculates the odometric data for a vehicle, based on the initial position and the commanded trajec

tory. The latter is a tuple containing three constants for the front- and rear steering angle and the

driving velocity. The function returns a tuple of Python-Lists containing the position and orientation

of the vehicle, the positions of the left and right magnetic ruler edges and the encoder data. This
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tuple has the same format as the data-set, returned by the module Inputs. py and can therefore be

used directly by the Deadreckoning. py and Estimation. py modules. In order to simulate an ex

periment with several different subtrajectories, the function generate_traj ectory 0 concatenates

the odometric data, generated by generate_odo 0, for the various subtrajectories into one data-set.

For example, the code

trajectories = «0.02,-0.02,0.10),(0.0,0.0,0.10),(-0.02,0.02,0.10))

data_set = generate_trajectory(sample_time,x_init,y_init,o_init,*trajectories)

will generate the odometric data for a trajectory with a left turn, followed by a straight section

and a right turn. Finally the function generate_dataO uses the positional data of the vehicle and

the grid distance to simulate the measurements of the magnetic ruler. The positions of the grid

markers are represented by two Python-Lists x_grid and y_grid, containing the x and y-positions

respectively of the markers. The detected markers are stored in two other Python-Lists detected_x

and detected_y. The List detected_index contains the sample index at which the marker was

detected and the measurements for the magnetic ruler are calculated with a coordinate transfor

mation and stored in the Lists ruler_x_measurement and ruler_y_measurement. In addition to

the odometric data, calculated by the previously discussed functions generate_trajectoryO and

generate_odoO, generate_data returns a data-set, containing the Lists for the grid markers, the

detected markers and the measurements of the magnetic ruler.

7.2 Simulation results

With the availability to simulate an experiment and calculate the FIM, without actually per

forming the experiment, the problem of finding a suitable experiment can be investigated more easily

because several practical limitations can be avoided through simulation. Figure 7.1 shows a simula

tion to calculate the FIM of an experiment, consisting of six subtrajectories. The driving velocity

was 0.12 m/s and the steering angles were taken from the set {0.035, -0.035, O.OOO} rad. Table 7.1

lists the parameters of the simulated vehicle (t) and the nominal values for the model (~o). During

the simulation 133 grid markers were detected and the resulting FIM was
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o detected grid markers
estimated grid markers
estimated vehicle position

-- actual vehicle position
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Figure 7.1: Simulation of test vehicle in the xy-plane

2.93e-012 -1.53e-009 2.40e-012 -1.52e-009 -5.66e-010 -9.74e-010 1.49e-009

-1.53e-009 9.65e-006 -3.84e-010 9. 64e-006 -1.24e-006 1.30e-006 -9.65e-006

2.40e-012 -3.84e-010 2.41e-012 -3.84e-010 -4.86e-010 -9.48e-010 3.45e-010

-1.52e-009 9.64e-006 -3.84e-010 9.63e-006 -1.24e-006 1.30e-006 -9.64e-006

-5.66e-010 -1.24e-006 -4.86e-010 -1.24e-006 1.54e-006 -5.96e-007 1.30e-006

-9.74e-010 1.30e-006 -9.48e-010 1.30e-006 -5.96e-007 1.09e-006 -1.32e-006

1.49e-009 -9.65e-006 3.45e-010 -9.64e-006 1.30e-006 -1.32e-006 9.65e-006

The standard deviations IT{, that can be extracted from this result, are also listed in table 7.1.

Obviously these standard errors are much more acceptable than the results, obtained in chapter

5. Appendix F contains a number of simulations performed with the same module. These results

show that a combination of a turn and a straight section supply enough information for accurate

estimation, when the number of samples is sufficiently large. The radius of the turn wasn't found to

be of a high influence on the accuracy.
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I Parameter I
Tf 7.59 exp( -02) 7.64 exp(-02) 1.71 exp( -06)

"If -3.00 exp( -03) 0.00 3.10exp(-03)

Tr 7.64 exp(-02) 7.64 exp( -02) 1.55 exp(-06)

"Ir 1.00 exp( -03) 0.00 3.10 exp(-03)

Xi 1.00 exp(-02) 0.00 1.20 exp( -03)

Yi - 2.00 exp( -03) 0.00 1.00 exp( -03)

()i 1.00 exp( -03) 0.00 3.10exp(-03)

Table 7.1: Parameter values with Tf, Tr , Xi and Yi in [m] and "If, "Ir and () in [rad]

7.3 Practical issues

A simulation model, to determine the quality of an experiment, such as discussed in the previous

section, can be very informative and even provide insights in physically unfeasible experiments. For

instance, the available space for an experiment in practice is always limited and quantities such as

grid distance are fixed once a grid has been placed into a floor. In simulation, the size of the test

environment can be chosen freely and the grid distance can be changed without any cost. In practice

it's important to eliminate factors that can't be changed from the set of variables for experiment

design. In other words it is important to determine which experimental conditions are free and which

conditions are fixed to be able to solve the optimization problem.

The first consideration is that the accuracy of parameter estimates increases with an increasing

number of measurements (i.e.more information becomes available). Therefore an optimal experiment

would last infinitely long and have a continuous availability of measurements. Regarding time, the

duration of an experiment is a matter of weighing accuracy against the cost of time consumption.

With regard to the availability of measurements, the distance between grid markers and the trajectory,

followed by the vehicle, are the determining factors. Since the grid distance is fixed, the only degree

of freedom for experiment design in practice, is the trajectory of the vehicle in the world reference

frame R.

Related to the length of the experiment is the driving velocity. Since high velocities cause

lateral slip, which cannot be measured by the drive- or steer encoders, the accuracy of the estimator
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will decrease with increasing driving velocity. Therefore the choice of velocity is also a matter of

weighing accuracy against the cost of time consumption.

Because the vehicle trajectory is the only degree of freedom for experiment design in practice

and the driving velocity is a design choice outside the optimization criterion, the only remaining

arguments for optimization of (6.58) and (6.60) are the steering angles of the vehicle. They determine

the trajectory or path, followed by the vehicle.

Concluding, an optimal experiment, given an available area and grid distance, consists of an

initial position and trajectory, such that the amount of marker observations is maximized and the

steering angles optimize (6.58) or (6.60). The implementation of this also has to account for the

mapping of a trajectory onto the reference grid, since the source of information is formed by the grid

detections. A change in trajectory to obtain a more accurate experiment may result in decrease in

the amount of grid detections, which implies a loss of information and a less accurate experiment.

The solution to this problem hasn't been found yet and remains to be the topic of future research.
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Conclusions and future work

A theoretical framework has been presented in which parameter estimation is used for odometric

calibration of Automated Guided Vehicles. Based on the experiments performed at Frog Navigation

Systems in Utrecht, it wasn't possible to obtain accurate estimates for the individual wheel radii of

the test vehicle. The Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) was calculated for these experiments and the

lower bound for the accuracy of these parameters was several orders of magnitude larger than the

required accuracy. The sum of the wheel diameters however, could be estimated reasonably well and

with a different parametrization the correlation between the estimates of the individual wheel radii

could have been avoided, resulting in a better accuracy. The obtainable accuracy of the angle offsets

of the wheels was more satisfying, and estimation of these parameters was performed. The results of

these estimates stay well within the 95%-confidence regions, extracted from the FIM.

To increase the accuracy of the estimates, the theory of experiment design was discussed. A

simulation model has been implemented to calculate the obtainable accuracy of an experiment, with

out actually performing it. The simulation results show that for several experiments an acceptable

accuracy can be obtained for both wheel radii and angle offsets. Unfortunately these experiments

couldn't be performed at the test site in Utrecht because too much space would have been required.

Although the first steps toward an automatic calibration procedure have been made, a lot of

time during this research was lost with the problem of convergence of the optimization algorithm,

due to different parameter values for forward and backward motion. This difference was ultimately
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identified as the cause of the problem and after that some successful estimates were produced. How

ever there was little time left for the subject of experiment design and the objective to automate the

experiment design, based on the vehicle configuration hasn't been reached. Although the D- and A

optimality criteria have been applied to the application of odometric calibration, the implementation

of these criteria is still unrealized.

Obviously this IS one of the future research topics, but additionally some other interesting

challenges remain.

• The experimental and simulation results, presented in this report, were all obtained with the

configuration of the test vehicle. In future research the approach, discussed in this report, has

to be tested on other vehicle configurations to make it generally applicable. Another model

to obtain the angular and linear velocities from the vehicle encoders, would be required. In

addition to that, the new models should be constructed such that the Fisher Information Matrix

is uncorrelated.

• The main focus of this report was on estimation of the wheel radii and angle offsets, since these

were assumed to be the most dominant sources of error in odometric calibration. The same

theory applies however, on other parameters such as wheelbase, difference in wheel radii and

position of the grid sensor.

• The parameter estimation scheme that was used in this report is an off-line method. After all

the data has been collected, the parameters are estimated and can be updated. It is possible

however, that parameter values change during operation. For instance the wheel radii may

change because of a change in load, carried by the vehicle. To solve this, adaptive schemes

could be considered as a future research topic.

• Although the simulation model, discussed in chapter 7, provides a convenient tool to determine

the obtainable accuracy of an experiment, the future goal is to automate the design of the

optimal experiment. Apart from the implementation of the two criteria, discussed in chapter 6,

the additional problem, as discussed in 7.3 of mapping a theoretically optimal trajectory onto

the reference grid, has to be solved.
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Source code Inputs.py

import string

from Numeric import *

file = '/mnt/net/home/jeanluc/logs20040330/logging'

def input_string2val(st):

splitted_string = string.split(st)

time = string.atof(splitted_string[O])

value = string.atof(splitted_string[2])

return time,value

def state_string2val(st):

splitted_string = string.split(st)

time = string.atof(splitted_string[O])

value1 = string.atof(splitted_string[4])

value2 string.atof(splitted_string[7])

value3 string. atof (splitted_string[12])

return time,value1,value2,value3

def delta(old,new):

d = new-old

if abs(d) > 32768:

return -sign(d)*32768 + remainder(d,32768)

else:

return d
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def get_angles():

front_angle = open(file + '/assemblies/vehicle/front/wheel/do/actual/history','r')

rear_angle = open(file + '/assemblies/vehicle/rear/wheel/do/actual/history','r')

Cangle []

r_angle []

fa_eof 0

ra_eof 0

front_angle.readline()

rear_angle.readline()

while not(fa_eof and ra_eof):

try:

new_front_angle = input_string2val(front_angle.readline())[1]

f_angle.append(new_front_angle)

except IndexError:

break

try:

new_rear_angle = input_string2val(rear_angle.readline()) [1]

r_angle.append(new_rear_angle)

except IndexError:

f_angle = f_angle[:len(f_angle)-l]

break

front_angle.close()

rear_angle.close()

return f_angle, r_angle

def get_encoders():

front_drive_enc = open(file + '/devices/front/drive/encoder/count/history','r')

rear_drive_enc = open(file + '/devices/rear/drive/encoder/count/history','r')

fdec []

rdec []

fd_eof 0

rd_eof 0

front_drive_enc.readline()

rear_drive_enc.readline()

oldstfront = input_string2val (front_drive_enc. readline()) [1]

oldstrear = input_string2val(rear_drive_enc.readline()) [1]

while not(fd_eof and rd_eof):

try:

newstfront = input_string2val(front_drive_enc.readline()) [1]

new_front_drive_encoder_count = delta(oldstfront,newstfront)

if new_front_drive_encoder_count%2 != 0:

fdec.append(new_front_drive_encoder_count/2)

fdec.append(new_front_drive_encoder_count/2+1)

else:

fdec.append(new_front_drive_encoder_count/2)

fdec.append(new_front_drive_encoder_count/2)
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except IndexError:

break

try:

newstrear = input_string2val(rear_drive_enc.readline()) [1]

new_rear_drive_encoder_count = delta(oldstrear,newstrear)

if new_rear_drive_encoder_count%2 != 0:

rdec.append(new_rear_drive_encoder_count/2)

rdec.append(new_rear_drive_encoder_count/2+1)

else:

rdec.append(new_rear_drive_encoder_count/2)

rdec.append(new_rear_drive_encoder_count/2)

except IndexError:

f_dec = f_dec[:len(f_dec)-l]

break

oldstfront = newstfront

oldstrear = newstrear

front_drive_enc.close()

rear_drive_enc.close()

return fdec,rdec

def get_magruler():

t_mag = []

value_mag_x []

value_mag_y []

magrulx open(file + '/equipment/magruler/x/history' ,'r')

magruly open(file + '/equipment/magruler/y/history','r')

stx magrulx.readline()

sty magruly.readline()

stx magrulx.readline()

sty magruly.readline()

while stx != ":

t = input_string2val(stx) [0]

t_rounded = int(t) + 0.05 • round«t-int(t))/0.05)

t_mag.append(t_rounded)

value_mag_x.append(input_string2val(stx) [1])

value_mag_y. append (input_string2val (sty) [1])

stx magrulx.readline()

sty magruly.readline()

magrulx. close ()

magruly.close()

return t_mag,value_mag_x,value_mag_y

def get_pos () :

t []

x = []

y []

o = []
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statevec = open(file + '/modules/position_actual/history' .'r')

statevec.readline()

st statevec.readline()

st statevec.readline()

while st != ":

t.append(state_string2val(st) [0])

x.append(state_string2val(st) [1])

y. append (state_string2val (st) [2])

o. append (state_string2val (st) [3])

st = statevec.readline()

statevec. close ()

return t,x,y,o

def get_data(begin=None,end=None):

sample_time =

grid_distance

cu=ent index

0.05

0.8

o

pos = get_posO

encoders = get_encoders()

angles = get_angles()

ruler = get_magruler()

x_act pos [1]

y_act pos [2]

o_act pos [3]

fde encoders [0]

rde encoders [1]

fa = angles [0]

ra = angles [1]

ruler_time = ruler[O]

ruler_y_measurement

ruler_x_measurement

ruler_left_x []

ruler_left_y []

ruler_right_x []

rUler_right_y []

x_grid = []

y_grid = []

y_uneven_grid = []

y_even_grid = []

detected_index = []

detected_x []

detected_y []

ruler [1]

ruler [2]
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for i in range(len(x_act)):

ruler_left_x.append(cos(o_act[i])*0.16 - sin(o_act[i])*0.20 + x_act[i])

ruler_left_y.append(sin(o_act[i])*0.16 + cos(o_act[i])*0.20 + y_act[i])

ruler_right_x.append(cos(o_act[i])*0.16 - sin(o_act[i])*(-0.20) + x_act[i])

ruler_right_y.append(sin(o_act[i])*0.16 + cos(o_act[i])*(-0.20) + y_act[i])

rlx ruler_left_x

rly ruler_left_y

rrx ruler_right_x

rry ruler_right_y

dx = range(int(min(x_act)/(grid_distance/2.0))-4,int(max(x_act)/(grid_distance/2.0))+4)

dy = range(int(min(y_act)/grid_distance)-4.int(max(y_act)/grid_distance) +4)

for j in dy:

y_uneven_grid.append«grid_distance/2.0)+(j*grid_distance))

for j in dy:

y_even_grid.append(j*grid_distance)

for i in dx:

x_grid = x_grid + (len(dy) * [i*(grid_distance/2.0)])

if divmod(i,2) [1] != 0:

y_grid += y_uneven_grid

else:

y_grid += y_even_grid

for i in range(len(x_grid)):

x_grid[i] += 0.4

while current_index in range(len(ruler_time)):

if end != None and ruler_time[current_index] > end: break

ind = int«ruler_time[current_index]/O.l)+l)

magvalue = ruler_y_measurement[current_index]

magx = 0.16

magy = 0.20 - magvalue

R_mag_posx = divmod«cos(o_act[ind])*magx - sin(o_act[ind])*magy + x_act [ind]) ,0.4)

R_mag_posy = divmod«sin(o_act[ind])*magx + cos(o_act[ind])*magy + y_act[ind]) ,0.4)

mag_xact = (R_mag_posx[O] + (R_mag_posx[l] >= 0.4/2.0)) * 0.4

mag_yact = (R_mag_posy[O] + (R_mag_posy[l] >= 0.4/2.0)) * 0.4

detected_x. append (mag_xact)

detected_y.append(mag_yact)

detected_index. append (int(ruler_time [current_index]/O.05)+1)

current_index += 1

if begin != None and end != None:

begin_index = int(begin / sample_time)

end_index = int(end / sample_time)

return x_act[int(begin_index/2):int(end_index/2)] ,\

y_act[int(begin_index/2):int(end_index/2)] .\
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o_act[int(begin_index!2):int(end_index!2)J ,\

rlx[begin_index:end_indexJ ,rly [begin_index: end_indexJ ,\

rrx[begin_index:end_indexJ ,rry[begin_index:end_indexJ ,\

fde[begin_index:end_indexJ ,rde[begin_index:end_indexJ ,\

fa[begin_index:end_indexJ,ra[begin_index:end_indexJ ,\

x_grid,y_grid,\

detected_index,detected_x,detected_y,\

ruler_x_measurement,ruler_y_measurement,\

sample_time

else:

return x_act,y_act,o_act,\

rlx,rly,rrx,rry,\

fde,rde,fa,ra,\

x_grid,y_grid,\

detected_index,detected_x,detected_y,\

ruler_x_measurement,ruler_y_measurement,\

sample_time

if name == '__main

data = get_data()
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Source code Deadreckoning.py

from Numeric import *
from Scientific.Functions.Derivatives import *
import LinearAlgebra

import experiment_adj

import optimize

LA LinearAlgebra

####################################

# Set vehicle parameters

####################################

front_drive_encoder_reduction = 9.9

rear_drive_encoder_reduction = 9.9

front_drive_counts_per_revolution = 400

rear_drive_counts_per_revolution = 400

front_wheel_drive_encoder_conversion = 1.0/(front_drive_counts_per_revolution * front_drive_encoder_reduction)

rear_wheel_drive_encoder_conversion = 1.0/(rear_drive_counts_per_revolution * rear_drive_encoder_reduction)

front_wheel_x

front_wheel_y

rear_wheel_x

rear_wheel_y

0.40

0.15

-0.40

0.15

magCOV array([[25e-6,0] ,[0,25e-6]])
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####################################

# Calculate position estimate

####################################

np = 0

cost 0

current index 0

deriv_flag = 0

detmx_est []

detmy_est = []

np = len(params.keys())

for p in params.keys():

if isDerivVar(params[p]):

deriv_flag = 1

break

FIM = zeros«np,np))

if params.has_key('fwr'): front_wheel_radius

else: front_wheel_radius = nom_values [0]

if params.has_key('fao'): front_angIe_offset = params['fao']

else: front_angIe_offset = nom_values [1]

if params.has_key('rwr'): rear_wheel_radius params['rwr']

else: rear_wheel_radius = nom_values[2]

if params.has_key('rao'): rear_angIe_offset = params['rao']

else: rear_angIe_offset = nom_values[3)

if params.has_key('xi'): xpos [params['xi']]

else: xpos = [nom_values[4]]

if params.has_key('yi'): ypos [params['yi']]

else: ypos = [nom_values[5]]

if params.has_key('oi'): opos [params['oi']]

else: opos = [nom_values[6]]

old_pos = array([xpos,ypos,opos))

front_drive_enc = data_set[7]

rear_drive_enc = data_set[8]

front_angle = data_set[9]

rear_angle = data_set[10]

inddetected = data_set[13]

xdetected data_set [14]

ydetected data_set [15)

mr xvalue data_set [16]

mr_yvalue data_set [17]

dt = data_set[18]
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for i in range(data_size):

fa front_angle[i] + front_angIe_offset

ra rear_angle[i] + rear_angIe_offset

### calculate linear wheel velocities

front_dx = front_wheel_drive_encoder_conversion * front_drive_enc[i] * 2 * pi * front_wheel_radius

rear_dx = rear_wheel_drive_encoder_conversion * rear_drive_enc[i] * 2 * pi * rear_wheeI_radius

front_wheel_speed = front_dx / dt

rear_wheel_speed = rear_dx / dt

### calculate crab angle from steer angles ###

opposing front_wheel_x*tan(ra) - rear_wheel_x*tan(fa)

+ front_wheel_y*tan(fa)*tan(ra) - rear_wheel_y*tan(fa)*tan(ra)

adjacent = front_wheel_x - rear_wheel_x + front_wheel_y*tan(fa) - rear_wheel_y*tan(ra)

crabangle = arctan(opposing/adjacent)

### calculate distance to IRe and linear velocity ###

try:

radius = (front_wheel_x - rear_wheel_x + front_wheel_y*tan(fa) - rear_wheel_y*tan(ra)) /

(cos(crabangle) * (tan (fa) - tan(ra)))

rf (front_wheel_x - rear_wheel_x) / (cos(fa)*(tan(fa) - tan(ra)))

rr (front_wheel_x - rear_wheel_x) / (cos(ra)*(tan(fa) - tan(ra)))

angvel = 0.5 * ((front_wheel_speed/rf) + (rear_wheel_speed/rr))

linvel = angvel * radius

except ZeroDivisionError:

angvel (front_wheel_speed - rear_wheel_speed)/(front_wheel_x - rear_wheel_x)

linvel = 0.5 * (front_wheel_speed + rear_wheel_speed)

### calculate current position from previous position and velocity ###

orient old_pos[2] [0]

update = array([[linvel*cos(orient+crabangle)*dt].\

[linvel*sin(orient+crabangle)*dt] .\

[angvel*dt]] )

new_pos = old_pos + update

if deriv_flag:

new_pos[2] [0] . value = new_pos[2] [0] .value % (2*pi)

if new_pos[2] [O].value > pi:

new_pos[2] [O].value = new_pos[2] [0] .value - 2 * pi

else:

new_pos[2] [0] = new_pos [2] [0] % (2*pi)

if new_pos[2] [0]> pi:

new_pos[2] [0] = new_pos[2] [0] - 2 * pi
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try:

ind = inddetected[current_index]

if i == ind:

if deriv_flag or len(params) == 0:

print "marker It ,current_index+l," detected after" ,i*dt, II seconds\n ll

magx 0.16 - mr_xvalue[current_index]

magy 0.20 - mr_yvalue[current_index]

mag_xest = cos (new_pos [2] [O])*magx - sin(new_pos[2] [O])*magy + new_pos[O] [0]

mag_yest = sin(new_pos[2] [O])*magx + cos (new_pos [2] [O])*magy + new_pos[l] [0]

error = array([[mag_xest-xdetected[current_index]] ,[mag_yest-ydetected[current_index]]])

cost_update dot (dot (transpose (error) ,LA.inverse(magCOV)) ,error) [0] [0]

cost = cost + cost_update

current_index += 1

detmx_est.append(mag_xest)

detmy_est.append(mag_yest)

if deriv_flag:

S = array([mag_xest.deriv,mag_yest.deriv])

FIM FIM + dot(dot(transpose(S),LA.inverse(magCOV)),S)

det LA. determinant (FIM)

egv LA. eigenvalues (FIM)

svd LA.singular_value_decomposition(FIM) [1]

print 'Eigenvalues:' ,egv,'\n'

print 'Determinant:',det,'\n'

if current_index> 3:

tr = trace(LA.inverse(FIM))

print 'Trace of inverse: ',tr,'\n'

print '========================================================================\n'

except IndexError:

pass

old_pos = new_pos

xpos.append(new_pos[O] [0])

ypos.append(new_pos[l] [0])

opos.append(new_pos[2] [0])

if deriv_flag:

print '\n\n\n'

print 'FIM:\n', FIM, '\n\n\n'

print 'inverse FIM:\n', LA. inverse (FIM), '\n\n\n'

if isDerivVar(xpos[O]): xvalue

else: xvalue = [xpos[O]]

if isDerivVar(ypos[O]): yvalue

else: yvalue = [ypos[O]]

Expos [0] . value]

[ypos [0] .value]
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[opos [0] . value]if isDerivVar(opos[O]): ovalue

else: ovalue = [opos[O]]

dmxvalue []

dmyvalue []

for x in xpos[1:]:

xvalue.append(x.value)

for y in ypos[1:]:

yvalue.append(y.value)

for 0 in opos[1:]:

ovalue.append(o.value)

for dmx in detmx_est:

dmxvalue.append(dmx.value)

for dmy in detmy_est:

dmyvalue.append(dmy.value)

c = cost. value

xpos.ypos.opos.detmx_est ,detmy_est ,cost xvalue,yvalue,ovalue,dmxvalue,dmyvalue.c

return xpos.ypos,opos.\

detmx_est,detmy_est.\

cost

sample_time = 0.05

x_start.y_start,o_start 0.010.-0.002,0.001

trajectories ((0.034994,-0.034994.0.12),(0.034994,-0.034994.-0.12))

x_init

y_init

o_init

fwr_init

fao_init

rwr_init

rao_init

o
o
o

0.1528/2.0

o
0.1528/2.0

o

init ial_params

estimation_flag = 0

retries = 3

while retries >= 0:

option = raw_input('\n\n\

1. calculate position and cost\n\

2. calculate parameter observability\n\

3. estimate parameters\n\n\

Make your choice: ')
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if option == '1':

nom_values = initial_params

params = {}
break

elif option == '2':

param_choice = raw_input('\n\n\

1. front wheel radius\n\

2. front angle offset\n\

3. rear wheel radius\n\

4. rear angle offset\n\

5. initial x-position\n\

6. initial y-position\n\

7. initial orientation\n\n\

Choose parameters: ')

index = 0

nom values

params = {}

if '1' in param_choice:

params['fwr'] = DerivVar(initial_params[O] ,index)

index += 1

if '2' in param_choice:

params['fao'] = DerivVar(initial_params[1] ,index)

index += 1

if '3' in param_choice:

params['rwr'] = DerivVar(initial_params[2] ,index)

index += 1

if '4' in param_choice:

params['rao'] = DerivVar(initial_params[3] ,index)

index += 1

if '5' in param_choice:

params['xi'] = DerivVar(initial_params[4] ,index)

index += 1

if '6' in param_choice:

params['yi'] = DerivVar(initial_params[5].index)

index += 1

if '7' in param_choice:

params['oi'] = DerivVar(initial_params[6] ,index)

print '\n'

print 'Chosen parameters:\n'

print params.keys(),'\n'

break

elif option == '3':

param_choice = raw_input('\n\n\

1. front wheel radius\n\

2. front angle offset\n\

3. rear wheel radius\n\

4. rear angle offset\n\

5. initial x-position\n\
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S. initial y-position\n\

7. initial orientation\n\n\

Choose parameters: ')

nom_values initial_params

params = {}
if '1' in param_choice: params [' fwr'] initial_params[O]

if '2' in param_choice: params [' fao'] initial_params[l]

if '3' in param_choice: params [ , rwr ' ] initial_params[2]

if '4' in param_choice: params [ , rao ' ] initial_params [3]

if '5' in param_choice: params [ ,xi ' ] initial_params[4]

if 's' in param_choice: params [' yi ,] initial_params[5]

if '7' in param_choice: params ['oi '] initial_params[S]

print '\n'

print 'Chosen parameters:\n'

print params, '\n'

estimation_flag

break

else:

retries -= 1

else: raise IOError, 'No valid choice entered'

if estimation_flag:

data_set = experiment_adj.generate_data(sample_time,x_start,y_start,o_start,*trajectories)

print "Starting estimation... \n"

param_est = optimize.fmin_simplex(calc_pos,data_set,*nom_values,**params)

new_params = 0
if 'fwr' in param_est.keys(): new_params += (param_est['fwr'] ,)

else: new_params += (initial_params[O] ,)

if 'fao' in param_est.keys(): new_params += (param_est['fao'] ,)

else: new_params += (initial_params[l] ,)

if 'rwr' in param_est.keys(): new_params += (param_est['rwr'] ,)

else: new_params += (initial_params[2] ,)

if 'rao' in param_est.keys(): new_params += (param_est['rao'] ,)

else: new_params += (initial_params[3],)

if 'xi' in param_est.keys(): new_params += (param_est['xi'] ,)

else: new_params += (initial_params[4],)

if 'yi' in param_est.keys(): new_params += (param_est['yi'] ,)

else: new_params += (initial_params[5],)

if 'oi' in param_est.keys(): new_params += (param_est['oi'] ,)

else: new_params += (initial_params[S] ,)

print '\n'

print "Calculating trajectory with estimated parameters ... \n"

estimation_data_set = calc_pos(data_set,*new_params,**{})

print "Costfunction value:" ,estimation_data_set [5] ,'\n'

else:

data_set = experiment_adj.generate_data(sample_time,x_start,y_start,o_start,*trajectories)

print "Simulating experiment ... \n"

estimation_data_set = calc_pos(data_set,*nom_values,**params)
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print "Cost function value: ",estimation_data_set[5] ,'\n'

data_set [0]

data_set [1]

data_set [2]

data_set [11]

data_set [12]

data_set [14]

data_set [15]

fsim=open('simulation_result.m','w')

fsim.write('xest='+'estimation_data_set[O] '+';\n')

fsim,write('yest='+'estimation_data_set[1]'+';\n')

fsim.write('oest='+'estimation_data_set[2]'+';\n')

fsim.write('xact='+'x_act'+';\n')

fsim.write('yact='+'y_act'+';\n')

fsim.write('oact='+'o_act'+';\n')

fsim.write('gridx='+'x_grid'+';\n')

fsim.write('gridy='+'y_grid'+';\n')

fsim.write('detmx='+'xdetected'+';\n')

fsim.write('detmy='+'ydetected'+';\n')

fsim.write('mxest='+'estimation_data_set[3]'+' ;\n')

fsim.write('myest='+'estimation_data_set[4]'+' ;\n')

fsim. close ()
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Source code Estimation.py

import Numeric

import MLab

Num = Numeric

max MLab. max

min MLab.min

abs Num.absolute

def dict2array(dict):

a = []

for i in dict.keys():

a.append(dict[i))

return Num.asarray(a)

def array2dict(a,keys):

dict = {}

for i in range(len(a)):

dict[keys[i)) = a[i)

return dict

def fmin_simplex(func,data_set.*nom_values.**params):

xtol=le-4

ftol=le-4

maxiter=None

maxfun=None

fulloutput=Q

printmessg=l
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xO = dict2array(params)

assert (len(xO.shape)==1)

print '\n\n'

print 'Initial parameter estimate:\n\n',xO,'\n\n'

N = len(xO)

if maxiter is None:

maxiter = N • 200

if maxfun is None:

maxfun = N • 200

rho = 1; chi = 2; psi 0.5; sigma 0.5;

one2np1 = range(1,N+1)

sim = Num.zeros((N+1,N),xO.typecode(» #sim Num.zeros((N+1,N),'f')

fsim = Num.zeros((N+1,),'f')

sim[O] = xO

fsim[O] apply(func, (data_set ,)+nom_values ,params) [5]

print 'Initial function value: ',fsim[O] ,'\n\n'

nonzdelt = 0.05

zdelt = 0.00025

print 'Creating starting points in parameter space for Simplex ... \n'

for k in range(len(params»:

y = dict2array(params)

if y[k] != 0:

y [k] (1+nonzdelt).y [k]

else:

y[k]

sim [k+1]

zdelt

y

#del t [k]

print sim[k+1] ,'\n'

new_params = array2dict(y,params.keys(»

f = apply (func , (data_set ,)+nom_values ,new_params) [5]

fsim[k+1] = f

ind = Num.argsort(fsim)

fsim = Num.take(fsim,ind)

sim = Num.take(sim,ind,O)

# sort so sim[O,:] has the lowest function value
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print 'Function values at corner points of Simplex:\n\n' ,fsim,'\n\n'

print '=================================================\n\n'

iterations = 1

funcalls = N+1

while (funcalls < maxfun and iterations < maxiter):

print Jiteration: ',iterations,'\n'

if (max(Num.ravel(abs(sim[l:]-sim[O]))) <= xtol \

and max(abs(fsim[O]-fsim[l:])) <= ftol):

break

xbar = Num.add.reduce(sim[:-l] ,0) / N

xr = (l+rho)*xbar - rho*sim[-l]

params = array2dict(xr,params.keys())

fxr = apply (func , (data_set ,)+nom_values ,params) [5]

funcalls funcalls + 1

doshrink = 0

if fxr < fsim[O] :

xe (l+rho*chi)*xbar - rho*chi*sim[-l]

params = array2dict(xe,params.keys())

fxe = apply (func , (data_set ,)+nom_values ,params) [5]

funcalls = funcalls + 1

if fxe < fxr:

sim [-1] = xe

fsim [-1] = fxe

else:

sim[-l] = xr

fsim [-1] = fxr

else: # fsim[O] <= fxr

if fxr < fsim[-2]:

sim[-l] = xr

fsim [-1] = fxr

else: # fxr >= fsim[-2]

# Perform contraction

if fxr < fsim[-l]:

xc (l+psi*rho)*xbar - psi*rho*sim[-l]

params = array2dict(xc,params.keys())

fxc = apply (func , (data_set ,)+nom_values ,params) [5]

funcalls = funcalls + 1

if fxc <= fxr:

sim[-1] = xc

fsim[-l] = fxc
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else:

doshrink=l

else:

# Perform an inside contraction

xcc = (l-psi)*xbar + psi*sim[-l]

params = array2dict(xcc,params.keys())

fxcc = apply (func , (data_set,)+nom_values,params) [5]

funcalls = funcalls + 1

if fxcc < fsim[-l]:

sim[-l] = xcc

fsim[-l] = fxcc

else:

doshrink

if doshrink:

for J 1n one2npl:

sim[j] = sim[O] + sigma*(sim[j] - sim[O])

params = array2dict(sim[j] ,params.keys())

fsim[j] = apply (func , (data_set ,)+nom_values ,params) [5]

funcalls = funcalls + N

ind Num. argsort (fsim)

sim Num.take(sim,ind,O)

fsim = Num.take(fsim,ind)

iterations += 1

params = array2dict(sim[O] ,params.keys())

print 'nr. of function calls: ',funcalls,'\n'

print 'Current parameter estimate:\n'

for p in params.keys(): print p,':' ,params[p]

print '\n'

print 'Current function value: ',fsim[O] ,'\n\n'

print '=================================================\n\n'

x = sim[O]

fval = min(fsim)

warnflag = 0

if funcalls >= maxfun:

warnflag =

if printmessg:

print "Warning: Maximum number of function evaluations has been exceeded."

elif iterations >= maxiter:

warnflag = 2

if printmessg:
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print "Warning: Maximum number of iterations has been exceeded"

else:

if printmessg:

print "Optimization terminated successfully."

print" Current function value: 'I.f" 'I. fval

print" Iterations: 'I.d" 'I. iterations

print" Function evaluations: 'I.d" 'I. funcalls

if full output :

return x, fval, warnflag

else:

return array2dict(x,params.keys())
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Source code Demo.py

import sys

sys.path.append('D:\\Mijn documenten\\My Docs\\Studie\\Afstuderen\\Scripts\\simulation')

from inputs import *
from simulate_adj import *

get_data(223 ,395)

xdetected

ydetected

y_act

o act

data_set [0]

data_set [1]

data_set [2]

data_set [11]

data_set [12]

data_set [14]

data_set [15]

x init x_act [0]

y_init y_act [0]

0 init o_act [0]

fwr init 0.0764

fao init 0

rwr_init 0.0764

rao init 0

estimation_flag 0

retries = 3

while retries >= 0:
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op~ion = raw_inpu~('\n\n\

1. calcula~e posi~ion and cos~\n\

2. calcula~e parame~er observabili~y\n\

3. es~ima~e parame~ers\n\n\

Make your choice: ')

if op~ion == '1':

nom_values = ini~ial_params

params = {}
break

elif op~ion == '2':

param_choice = raw_inpu~('\n\n\

1. fron~ wheel radius\n\

2. fron~ angle offse~\n\

3. rear wheel radius\n\

4. rear angle offse~\n\

5. ini~ial x-posi~ion\n\

6. ini~ial y-posi~ion\n\

7. ini~ial orien~a~ion\n\n\

Choose parame~ers: ')

index = 0

nom_values

params = {}
if '1' in param_choice:

params['fwr'] = DerivVar(ini~ial_params[O] ,index)

index += 1

if '2' in param_choice:

params['fao'] = DerivVar(ini~ial_params[l],index)

index += 1

if '3' in param_choice:

params['rwr'] = DerivVar(ini~ial_params[2] ,index)

index += 1

if '4' in param_choice:

params['rao'] = DerivVar(ini~ial_params[3] ,index)

index += 1

if '5' in param_choice:

params['xi'] = DerivVar(ini~ial_params[4] ,index)

index += 1

if '6' in param_choice:

params['yi'] = DerivVar(ini~ial_params[5] ,index)

index += 1

if '7' in param_choice:

params['oi'] = DerivVar(ini~ial_params[6] ,index)

prin~ '\n'

prin~ 'Chosen parame~ers:\n'

prin~ params.keys() ,'\n'

break

elif op~ion == '3':

param_choice = raw_inpu~('\n\n\
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1. front wheel radius\n\

2. front angle offset\n\

3. rear wheel radius\n\

4. rear angle offset\n\

5. initial x-position\n\

6. initial y-position\n\

7. initial orientation\n\n\

Choose parameters: ')

nom_values initial_params

params = {}

if ' l' in param_choice: params [' fwr'] initial_params[O]

if '2' in param_choice: params [' fao'] initial_params[l]

if '3' in param_choice: params [ 'rwr ' ] initial_params [2]

if '4' in param_choice: params [ , rao ' ] initial_params[3]

if '5' in param_choice: params ['xi'] initial_params[4]

if '6' in param_choice: params ['yi '] initial_params[5]

if '7' in param_choice: params ['oi '] initial_params[6]

print '\n'

print 'Chosen parameters:\n'

print params , , \n '

estimation_flag

break

else:

retries -= 1

else: raise IOError, 'No valid choice entered'

if estimation_flag:

print '\n'

print "Starting estimation ... \n"

param_est = optimize. fmin_simplex(calc_pos ,data_set ,*nom_values ,**params)

new_params = 0
if 'fwr' in param_est.keys(): new_params += (param_est['fwr'],)

else: new_params += (initial_params[O] ,)

if 'fao' in param_est.keys(): new_params += (param_est['fao'] ,)

else: new_params += (initial_params[l] ,)

if 'rwr' in param_est.keys(): new_params += (param_est['rwr'] ,)

else: new_params += (initial_params[2] ,)

if 'rao' in param_est.keys(): new_params += (param_est['rao'],)

else: new_params += (initial_params[3] ,)

if 'xi' in param_est.keys(): new_params += (param_est['xi'] ,)

else: new_params += (initial_params[4] ,)

if 'yi' in param_est.keys(): new_params += (param_est['yi'] ,)

else: new_params += (initial_params[5],)

if 'oi' in param_est.keys(): new_params += (param_est['oi'] ,)

else: new_params += (initial_params[6],)

print '\n'

print "Calculating trajectory with estimated parameters ... \n"

estimation_data_set = calc_pos(data_set,*new_params,**{})
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print "Costfunction value:",estimation_data_set[5] ,'\n'

else:

print '\n'

print "Simulating experiment ... \n"

estimation_data_set ~ calc_pos(data_set,*nom_values,**params)

print "Costfunction value:", estimation_data_set [5] , '\n'

print 'Writing simulation result ... '

fsim~open('simulation_result.m' ,'w')

fsim.write('xest~'+'estimation_data_set[O]'+';\n')

fsim.write('yest='+'estimation_data_set[l] '+';\n')

fsim.write('oest~'+'estimation_data_set[2]'+';\n')

fsim.write('xact~'+'x_act'+';\n')

fsim.write('yact='+'y_act'+';\n')

fsim.write('oact~'+'o_act'+';\n')

fsim.write('gridx~'+'x_grid'+';\n')

fsim.write('gridy='+'y_grid'+';\n')

fsim.write('detmx~'+'xdetected'+';\n')

fsim.write('detmy~'+'ydetected'+';\n')

fsim.write('mxest~'+'estimation_data_set[3]'+';\n')

fsim.write('myest~'+'estimation_data_set[4]'+';\n')

fsim.closeO

print 'done\n\n'

print 'Writing experiment result ... '

fexp~open('experiment_result.m' ,'w')

fexp.write('x~'+·data_set[O]'+';\n')

fexp.write('y~'+'data_set[l]'+';\n')

fexp.write('o~'+'data_set[2]'+';\n')

fexp.write('ruler_left_x~'+'data_set[3]'+';\n')

fexp.write('ruler_left_y~'+'data_set[4]'+';\n')

fexp.write('ruler_right_x~'+'data_set[5]'+';\n')

fexp.write('ruler_right_y~'+'data_set[6]'+';\n')

fexp.write('front_encoder~'+'data_set[7]·+';\n')

fexp.write('rear_encoder~'+'data_set[8]·+';\n')

fexp.write('front_angle~'+'data_set[9]'+';\n')

fexp.write('rear_angle~'+'data_set[10]'+';\n')

fexp.write('gridx='+'data_set[ll]'+';\n')

fexp.write('gridy='+'data_set[12]'+';\n')

fexp.write('detmx='+'data_set[14]'+';\n')

fexp.write('detmy='+'data_set[15]'+';\n')

fexp.write('meas_x='+'data_set[16]'+';\n')

fexp.write('meas_y='+'data_set[17]'+';\n')

fexp.write('sample_time='+'data_set[18]'+';\n')

fexp.closeO

print 'done'
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Source code Simulation.py

from Numeric import *
import LinearAlgebra

import vehiclemodel

LA LinearAlgebra

VM vehiclemodel

def R_Hv(xpos,ypos,orient):

return array([[cos(orient) ,-sin(orient) ,xpos] ,[sin(orient),cos(orient),ypos] ,[0,0,1]])

def H_Rv(xpos,ypos,orient):

return LA.inverse(R_Hv(xpos,ypos,orient))

def generate_odo(sample_time,initial_x,initial_y,initial_o,trajectory):

### Generate Encoder and position data ###

dt sample_time

xi initiaLx

yi initial_y

oi initial 0

fsa trajectory [0] + VM.front_angle_offset

rsa trajectory[l] + VM.rear_angle_offset

vel trajectory [2]

### set initial position ###

old_pos = array([[xi] ,[yi] ,[oil])

xpos [xi]

ypos [yiJ

opos [oil
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[cos(oi)*VM.ruler_x - sin(oi)*VM.ruler_y + xi]

[sin(oi)*VM.ruler_x + cos(oi)*VM.ruler_y + yi]

[cos(oi)*VM.ruler_x - sin(oi)*(-VM.ruler_y) + xi]

[sin(oi)*VM.ruler_x + cos(oi)*(-VM.ruler_y) + yi]

ruler_left_y

ruler_right_x

ruler_righCy

front_angle = []

rear_angle = []

front_drive_enc_count = []

rear_drive_enc_count = []

front_drive_enc = [0.0]

rear_drive_enc = [0.0]

### set linear velocity ###

linvel = vel

### calculate crab angle from steer angles ###

opposing VM.front_wheel_x*tan(rsa) - VM.rear_wheel_x*tan(fsa)

+ VM.front_wheel_y*tan(fsa)*tan(rsa) - VM.rear_wheel_y*tan(fsa)*tan(rsa)

adjacent = VM.front_wheel_x - VM.rear_wheel_x + VM.front_wheel_y*tan(fsa) - VM.rear_wheel_y*tan(rsa)

crabangle = arctan(opposing/adjacent)

try:

radius (VM.front_wheel_x - VM.rear_wheel_x + VM.front_wheel_y*tan(fsa) - VM.rear_wheel_y*tan(rsa)) /

(cos (crabangle) * (tan(fsa) - tan(rsa)))

angvel = linvel / radius

r1 = (VM.front_wheel_x - VM.rear_wheel_x) / (cos(fsa)*(tan(fsa) - tan(rsa)))

r2 (VM.front_wheel_x - VM.rear_wheel_x) / (cos(rsa)*(tan(fsa) - tan(rsa)))

v1 angvel * r1

v2 angvel * r2

except ZeroDivisionError:

angvel = 0

v1 linvel

v2 = linvel

### calculate linear wheel displacements ###

front_dx = v1 * dt

rear_dx = v2 * dt

### calculate encoder count increase ###

d_front_drive_enc = front_dx / (VM.front_wheel_drive_encoder_conversion * 2 * pi * VM.front_wheel_radius)

d_rear_drive_enc = rear_dx / (VM.rear_wheel_drive_encoder_conversion * 2 * pi * VM.rear_wheel_radius)

for i in range(3000):

front_drive_enc.append(front_drive_enc[-1]+d_front_drive_enc)

rear_drive_enc.append(rear_drive_enc[-t]+d_rear_drive_enc)

front_drive_enc_count.append(int(front_drive_enc[-1])-int(front_drive_enc[-2]))
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front_angle.append(fsa-VM.front_angle_offset)

rear_angle. append(rsa-VM. rear_angIe_offset)

orient old_pos[2] [0]

update = array([[linvel*cos(orient+crabangle)*dt] ,\

[linvel*sin(orient+crabangle)*dt] ,\

[angvel*dt]] )

new_pos = old_pos + update

new_pos[2] [0] = new_pos [2][0] % (2*pi)

if new_pos[2] [0]> pi:

new_pos[2] [0] = new_pos[2] [0] - 2 * pi

old_pos = new_pos

xpos.append(new_pos[O] [0])

ypos.append(new_pos[l] [0])

opos.append(new_pos[2] [0])

ruler_left_x.append(cos(new_pos[2] [O])*VM.ruler_x - sin(new_pos[2] [O])*VM.ruler_y + new_pos[O] [0])

ruler_left_y. append(sin(new_pos [2] [O])*VM.ruler_x + cos (new_pos [2] [O])*VM.ruler_y + new_pos[l] [0])

ruler_right_x. append(cos (new_pos [2] [O])*VM.ruler_x - sin(new_pos[2] [O])*(-VM.ruler_y) + new_pos[O] [0])

ruler_right_y.append(sin(new_pos[2] [O])*VM.ruler_x + cos (new_pos [2] [O])*(-VM.ruler_y) + new_pos[l] [0])

return xpos,ypos,opos,\

ruler_left_x,ruler_left_y,ruler_right_x,ruler_right_y,\

front_drive_enc_count,rear_drive_enc_count,front_angle,rear_angle

def generate_trajectory(sample_time,initial_x,initial_y,initial_o,*trajectories):

### Combine multiple subtrajectories into one experimental data-set ###

initial_data_set = generate_odo(sample_time,initial_x,initial_y,initial_o,trajectories[O])

x sim initial_data_set[O]

y_sim initial_data_set[l]

o sim initial_data_set[2]

rlx initial_data_set[3]

rly initial_data_set[4]

rrx initial_data_set[5]

rry initial_data_set[6]

fde initial_data_set[7]

rde initial_data_set[8]

fa = initial_data_set[9]

ra = initial_data_set[10]
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for i in range(l,len(trajectories)):

data_set = generate_odo(sample_time,\

x_sim[len(x_sim)-l],y_sim[len(y_sim)-l] ,o_sim[len(o_sim)-l] ,trajectories[i])

x sim += data_set [0]

y_sim += data_set [1]

o_sim += data_ set [2]

rlx += data_set [3]

rly += data_set [4]

rrx += data_set [5]

rry += data_set [6]

fde += data_set [7]

rde += data_set [8]

fa += data_set [9]

ra += data_set [10]

return x_sim,y_sim,o_sim,\

rlx,rly,rrx,rry,\

fde,rde,fa,ra,\

def generate_data(sample_time,initial_x,initial_y,initial_o,*trajectories):

### Use position data to generate experimental data for

the grid detections ###

print "\n ll

print "nr. of subtrajectories:",len(trajectories) ,"\n"

print "Generating experimental data... \n"

ndg = 0

x_grid []

y_grid []

Y_even_grid []

y_uneven_grid = []

detected_index = []
detected_x []

detected_y []

ruler_x_measurement []

ruler_y_measurement []

q generate_trajectory(sample_time,initial_x,initial_y,initial_o,*trajectories)

x sim q[O]

y_sim q[l]

o_sim = q[2]
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rlx = q[3]

rly = q[4]

rrx = q[5]

rry = q[6]

fde = q[7]

rde = q[8]

fa = q[9]

ra = q[10]

grid_distance 0.8

dx = range(int(min(x_sim)/(grid_distance/2.0))-4,int(max(x_sim)/(grid_distance/2.0))+4)

dy = range(int(min(y_sim)/grid_distance)-4,int(max(y_sim)/grid_distance)+4)

tng = int(len(dx)*len(dy)/2.0)

for j in dy:

y_uneven_grid.append«grid_distance/2.0)+(j*grid_distance))

for j in dy:

y_even_grid.append(j*grid_distance)

for i in dx:

x_grid = x_grid + (len(dy) * [i*(grid_distance/2.0)])

if divmod(i,2) [1] != 0:

y_grid += y_uneven_grid

else:

y_grid += y_even_grid

for i in range(len(rlx)):

lower_xbound

upper_xbound

lower_ybound

upper_ybound =

min(rlx[i] ,rrx[i])

max(rlx[i],rrx[i])

min(rly[i] ,rry[i])

max(rly[i] ,rry[i])

if abs(rlx[i] - rrx[i]) < 5e-3:

lower_xbound -= 7e-3

upper_xbound += 7e-3

if abs(rly[i] - rry[i]) < 5e-3:

lower_ybound 7e-3

upper_ybound += 7e-3

bottom_ind = x_grid.index«divmod(lower_xbound,(grid_distance/2.0))[0]+1)*(grid_distance/2.0))

upper_ind = x_grid.index«divmod(upper_xbound,(grid_distance/2.0)) [0] )*(grid_distance/2.0))

for ind in range (bottom_ind ,upper_ind+int(max(y_sim)/grid_distance) -int(min(y_sim)/grid_distance)+8):
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if lower_ybound <= y_grid[ind] <= upper_ybound:

Y_grid [ind] ) :and detected_y[ndg-1]

magy:',y_grid[ind]

if ndg == 0 or not(detected_x[ndg-1] == x_grid[ind]

print 'magnet:', ndg+1, 'magx:' ,x_grid [ind] "

detected_x.append(x_grid[ind])

detected_y.append(y_grid[ind])

detected_index.append(i)

ruler_x_measurement.append(VM.ruler_x -

dot(H_Rv(x_sim[i] ,y_sim[i] ,o_sim[i]),array([[x_grid[ind]] ,[y_grid[ind]] ,[1]]))[0] [0])

ruler_y_measurement.append(VM.ruler_y -

dot (H_Rv(x_sim [i] ,y_sim [i] ,o_sim [i]) ,array ([ [x_grid [ind]] , [y_grid [ind]] , [1]])) [1] [0] )

ndg += 1

else:

if abs(dot(H_Rv(x_sim[i],y_sim[i] ,o_sim[i]),

array([[x_grid[ind]], [y_grid[ind]], [1]]))[0] [0] - 0.16) <\

abs(dot(H_Rv(x_sim[i-1],y_sim[i-1] ,o_sim[i-1]),

array([[detected_x[ndg-1]] ,[detected_y[ndg-1]] ,[1]])) [0] [0] - 0.16):

detected_x[ndg-1] = x_grid[ind]

detected_y[ndg-1] = y_grid[ind]

detected_index[ndg-1] = i

ruler_x_measurement[ndg-1] = VM.ruler_x - dot(H_Rv(x_sim[i] ,y_sim[i] ,o_sim[i]),

array ( [[x_grid[ind]], [y_grid[ind]], [1]])) [0] [0]

ruler_y_measurement[ndg-1] = VM.ruler_y - dot (H_Rv(x_sim [i] ,y_sim[i],o_sim[i]),

array ( [[x_grid[ind]], [y_grid[ind]], [1]])) [1] [0]

miscounts = 0

for i in ruler_y_measurement:

if i < 0 or i > 0.40: miscounts += 1

print '\n\n'

print 'grid distance: ',grid_distance

print 'total nr.of grid markers: ',tng

print 'nr. of detected grid markers:', ndg

print 'nr. of falsely detected gird markers:', miscounts

print '\n\n'

return x_sim,y_sim,o_sim,\

rlx,rly,rrx,rry,\

fde,rde,fa,ra,\

x_grid,y_grid,\

detected_index ,detected_x ,detected_y,\

ruler_x_measurement , ruler_y_measurement , \

sample_time

if name

sample_time 0.05
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trajectories = «0.034994,-0.034994,0.12),(0.0,0.0,0.12),(-0.034994,0.034994,0.12))

data_set = generate_data(sample_time,x_init,y_init,o_init,$trajectories)

fexp=open('experiment_result.m','w')

fexp.write('x='+'data_set[O]'+';\n')

fexp.write('y='+'data_set[1]'+' ;\n')

fexp.write('o='+'data_set[2] '+';\n')

fexp. write ('ruler_left_x='+'data_set [3] '+';\n')

fexp.write('ruler_left_y='+'data_set[4]'+';\n')

fexp.write('ruler_right_x='+'data_set[5]'+';\n')

fexp.write('ruler_right_y='+'data_set[6] '+';\n')

fexp.write('front_encoder='+'data_set[7] '+' ;\n')

fexp.write('rear_encoder='+'data_set[8] '+';\n')

fexp.write('front_angle='+'data_set[9]'+';\n')

fexp.write('rear_angle='+'data_set[10] '+';\n')

fexp.write('gridx='+'data_set[11] '+';\n')

fexp.write('gridy='+'data_set[12]'+';\n')

fexp.write('detmx='+'data_set[14] '+';\n')

fexp.write('detmy='+'data_set[15] '+';\n')

fexp.write('meas_x='+'data_set[16] '+';\n')

fexp.write('meas_y='+'data_set[17]'+' ;\n')

fexp.write('sample_time='+'data_set[18]'+';\n')

fexp. close ()
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Simulation results

Four simulations with a driving velocity of 0.10 m/s and the steering angles of the wheels chosen from the set {0.03, -0.03, O.OO}

rad. Figures F.I-FA show the trajectory of the vehicle in the xy-plane of the world reference frame n and the program output

represents the inverse of the FIM of the corresponding experiment.
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Figure F.l: Simulation of test vehicle in the xy-plane
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Output of simulation corresponding to figure F.l

5.75e-012 6.26e-Ol0 5.47e-012 6.25e-Ol0 -1.38e-009 -3. 18e-Ol0 -7.96e-Ol0

6.26e-Ol0 5.5ge-006 9.56e-Ol0 5.58e-006 -1.67e-006 7.95e-007 -5.66e-006

5.47e-012 9.56e-Ol0 5.47e-012 9.53e-Ol0 -1.22e-009 -4.83e-Ol0 -1.11e-009

6.25e-Ol0 5.58e-006 9.53e-Ol0 5.58e-006 -1.67e-006 7.96e-007 -5.66e-006

-1.38e-009 -1.67e-006 -1.22e-009 -1.67e-006 1.97e-006 -8.33e-007 1.78e-006

-3.18e-Ol0 7.95e-007 -4.83e-Ol0 7.96e-007 -8.33e-007 9.23e-007 -8.26e-007

-7.96e-Ol0 -5.66e-006 -1.11e-009 -5.66e-006 1.78e-006 -8.26e-007 5.74e-006
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Figure F.2: Simulation of test vehicle in the xy-plane

Output of simulation corresponding to figure F.2

8.44e-012 -7.6ge-009 8.21e-012 -7.68e-009 -1.01e-009

-7.6ge-009 1.56e-005 -7.28e-009 1.56e-005 -6.21e-007

8.21e-012 -7.28e-009 9.74e-012 -7.30e-009 -7.8ge-Ol0

-7.68e-009 1.56e-005 -7.30e-009 1.56e-005 -6.22e-007

-1.01e-009 -6.21e-007 -7.8ge-Ol0 -6.22e-007 1.62e-006

-1.93e-009 2.84e-006 -1.82e-009 2.84e-006 -6.55e-007

7.57e-009 -1.56e-005 6.98e-009 -1.56e-005 6.83e-007 -2.8ge-006 1.56e-005
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Figure F.3: Simulation of test vehicle in the xy-plane

Output of simulation corresponding to figure F.3

3.94e-012 -4.15e-009 4.06e-012 -4.15e-009 -9.24e-Oll -1.21e-009 4.0ge-009

-4.15e-009 8.56e-006 -3.9ge-009 8.55e-006 -4.70e-007 1.66e-006 -8.54e-006

4.06e-012 -3.9ge-009 4.46e-012 -3.9ge-009 5.3ge-012 -1.16e-009 3.88e-009

-4.15e-009 8.55e-006 -3.9ge-009 8.55e-006 -4.71e-007 1.65e-006 -8.53e-006

-9.24e-Oll -4.70e-007 5.3ge-012 -4.71e-007 8.80e-007 -3.57e-008 4. 83e-007

-1.21e-009 1.66e-006 -1.16e-009 1.65e-006 -3.57e-008 5.74e-007 -1.65e-006

4.0ge-009 -8.54e-006 3.88e-009 -8.53e-006 4.83e-007 -1.65e-006 8.53e-006
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Figure F.4: Simulation of test vehicle in the xy-plane

Output of simulation corresponding to figure F.4

1.94e-012 -3.5le-Ol0 1.6ge-012 -3.4Be-Ol0 -6.37e-Ol0 -1.7le-Ol0 3.25e-Ol0

-3.5le-Ol0 4.6ge-006 1.9Be-Ol0 4.6ge-006 -3.55e-007 1.5le-007 -4.73e-006

1.6ge-012 1.9Be-Ol0 1.7le-012 1.9Be-Ol0 -4.6le-Ol0 -1.lBe-Ol0 -2.53e-Ol0

-3.4Be-Ol0 4.6ge-006 1.9Be-Ol0 4.6Be-006 -3.57e-007 1.50e-007 -4.73e-006

-6.37e-Ol0 -3.55e-007 -4.6le-Ol0 -3.57e-007 1.12e-006 -1.B4e-OOB 3.76e-007

-1.7le-Ol0 1.5le-007 -1.lBe-Ol0 1.50e-007 -1.B4e-OOB 2.40e-007 -1.6le-007

3.25e-Ol0 -4.73e-006 -2.53e-Ol0 -4.73e-006 3.76e-007 -1.6le-007 4.7Be-006
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